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Poet A.M. Sulivan Gives 
Poetry Collection To MSC
A precious Rift has been given 
to the Harry S. Sprague Library 
! of Montclair State College. A 
glass case, beside the large vvin- 
dow of the Special Collections 
Room, houses the modern Ame­
rican poetry collection of A. M. 
Sullivan. At a luncheon and io- 
i cep.tion held on December 12. the 
administration of the college for- 
! mallv ex: cessed its gratitude to 
and respect for the distinguished 
poet.
j A. M. Sullivan, a resident of 
j Montclair for more than ten 
I years, has taken an active part 
w:thin the affairs of the ccm- 
j munity. While attending a func- 
J tion of the Margin for Excellence 
| he came in contact with Anita 
Garrity, >a junior English major. 
Through his talks with her and 
through his long and dear friend-
C on rad,
test ui emerging U.S. poets.” Dickey looks u'pon''poetry'’ ’“as ^  ofessor Emeritus of Montclair 
a guarantee of the value of the inner life, of man’s real State College, Sullivan was im- 
responses as compared to the responses he finds himself Pressecl v the interest of tne 
making to all the selfish agencies outside himself.” In this 
lecture and reading, Dickey attempts to spread this con­
cept. ------------------- -------------------------------
Mr. Dickey will read from
James Dickey, Poetry Consultant to the Library of Congress.
CLUB Lecture Series
To Present Dickey
Recently, Life magazine called James Dickey the “hot- vl!lip Wlth Law ¡en ce H. 
of pon try" ‘ 0 *°l eii t
Among Dickey’s literary hon- , , . . , *• , , , —  ” -----J J ------J
his works when he appears at ors, other man u . «  f4Vi-rV?SgfOTr* S“ O f *  0 > U C ( ( V U I I
Montclair State College on Feb- i ly mentioned, are an award 1 Sullivan felt that his personal i which he originated and conduct-j
“ m  1967i S  presentation L m  the Longview Foundation | library would provide a rich re- eo for twelve years over Mutual! “ Strong, rugged, modern...
, ,, ~ , . _  fr>rf>nrp source for students of Network. The trail.SCI lpts o f  hisis sponsored as part of the Col- for a ?0em in the Sawanee Re
faculty and students on the cam­
pus in the study of poetry. Be­
cause of the requests he has 
had from individual MSC stu- 
: dents for infojimatio]
Dr. Beard, Librarian, Poet Sullivan, President Richardson 
scan collection.
library grew out of Sullivan’s j  r r f ' i t
association with leading poets of I  , O  T i P d ( 1  i  / T f l l f l Q 
the past forty years, many o f11
1 ilDiary WUUIU piuviuc cl lieu u lui IWCIVC JCOIO uvv.1
fe e ce source for students of e . The transcripts of his tw entieth  cen tu ry  man,
. . u __  ^ n c  ! T .n w rp n rp  d a n ra r l  o f  hlS
lege Life Union Board’s Lecture vjew ancj two awards from
Series. It will be held j Poetry magazine. He also won
orial Auditorium at 8.00 p.m'
American poetry.
Dr. Harold C. Bohn, Chair­
man of the English department,
Mr. Dickey is currently t h e  
Poetry Consultant to the Li­
brary of Congress. In this capa­
city he succeeds Stephen Spen­
der, English poet and writer. 
Dickey’s fourth published col­
lection of p or try
say i
interviews with these poets as ’ Lawrence Conrad of his frien i 
well as his correspondence with A.M. Sullivan, whom he has 
them are also included in the known for more than thirty-five 
collection. Very exciting and val- years.I I l C l I l  U l  t u t  ------ 1........ ..............the Union League Civic a n d ,  ma(}e the original contact with .
Arts Foundation Prize in 1958 Mr. Conrad, who arranged the j uable are the occasions on wme n Ag president Gf the Poetry 
. . fVl_ Varhol T indsav Prize meetings with A. M. Sullivan. I the poets made revisions of their Socicly of America for five
3 I An introduction and meeting was i work directly within the volumes terms> Mr. Sullivan has been
ln ly3y' i also arranged between A. M. presented to A. M Sullivan. aotiye in poetry cil.cles for near-
His published poetrv collect- Sullivan and Mr. William Dell, Among the poets represented in four decades - writing, speak-
_ . . __:   „ n  _ i : _ u  o rv l lo r i  in n  w h f l  HlSO a  031*00 , f  i •ing and reading from his own.
COi“ Lila JJU Ullui r  tjliiil \ Cl 11 CiUvl xva * •
entitled ions are Buckdancer's Choice, ahsistan, professor of English the collection who also a
ed the 1966 National 
Awaid for Poetry.
vrrd- neimeis, ---------- ana aavise». iu uuaucx.j, T A/roc
Book and Into the Stone and Other perused the collection before it Progiam a.e gai .
1 -  -  - --------- ipe .ue  donated to the ters. Edwin Arlington Robinson, I| Poems. The Suspect In Poetry, I was______—  ^ formally
' a selection of his critical essays,! coiJege.
Mr. Dickey’s appointment as | was published in 1964. The coliei tion itself contains
Liu 'a7  ° i e ^ T Sb r i 5 ? y tChi| Admission to the program is | eight hundred volumes of twen-: 
suit ant preceded briefly 1^  t0 students with an SGA tieth century American poet-y ,
poets winning of the Melv 1 ^  ^  $ 5Q for all other students, many of which are first editions
Cane Award Lem the Poetry , ’ * Qr adults. A reception and personally inscribed to Mr.
" e  ______ U «  hy » .  P « u . TM. ■ « . !
Annual Ceremonial of the Am-1 
eirican Academy and the Nation­
al Institute of Arts and Letters, 
held last May in New York Ci­
ty, Mr. Dickey was awarded 
an Arts and Letters Grant of 
$2,503.
: Born in Atlanta, Georgia, Mr.
Dickey served in the United 
States Air Force in W orld War 
II and in the Korean War. He 
was graduated from Vanderbilt 
University in 1949 and obtained 
an M.A. degree there in 1950.
That same year, he joined the 
English faculty at Rice Institute, 
where he .returned to teach in 
1952. He traveled to Europe in 
1954 under a Sewanee Review 
Fellowship for peotry. He taught 
English at the University o f 
Florida and then spent nearly 
six years with advertising agen­
cies in New York and Atlanta 
He studied abroad in 1961 un 
i der a Guggenheim Fellowship 
i He was poet-in-residence at 
! Reed College in Portand, Ore- 
I gon in 1963 before he went *o 
> California to serve the San Fer- 
t nando Valley State College in 
! the same capacity.
pioneer in the radio broad- 
_ ... „  casting of poetry and master of
Robert P. Tristram Coffin Ro-1 technique Sullivan knew the 
binson Jeffers, Robert Hillyer, and hg gave many of the
Padraic Colum. the Benets and yQuiig oneg an O?portunity to ex- 
tlie Sitwells. press their view's and read thei.
of poetry on his New Poetry Pro­
gram. His interviews with auth-
in speaking of the value 
(Coniinusd on Page 5)
Part of the Sullivan collection including autographed works of Kenneth Palchen nd 
Stuart.
orities on poetry (including Law ­
rence Conrad) created a valu­
able dialogue on the air.
His motivation seems to be 
his firm belief in the necessity 
of the study of humanities. Con­
solidating and elaborating his 
philosophy in his books The 
Three Dimensi°nal Man, Sulli­
van emphasizes the pitfalls o: 
specialization to the point of 
developing a narrow range o. 
interests. Perhaps many men 
have stated this in different 
i ways, but very few of them have 
put meaning into their words by 
living what they have advocated 
j as has A.M. Sullivan.
His works in the field of li- 
j terature have been extesive. But 
! he has also contributed more 
than thirty years of association 
j  with Dunn and Bradstreet as 
director of Advertising and Pub­
lic Relations and editor of Dun's 
Review. At seventy-one, Sul­
livan is now' a consultant 
to the firm. M|t'. Conrad has 
pointed out that the realism 
j and freshne-.s of Sullivan’s po- 
jetry reflects ‘he latter’s practi-
(Conliuned on Page 3)
Agora Sponsors Annua! 
Queen of Hearts Contest
APO OPERATES 
USED BOOKSTORE
The Used Book Store will re- 
! open on January 31st. It will be 
, . , , . _ | open from 9 to 4 Monday through 1
Eight lovely girls will compete lor the honor oi being p, Thc site of the Used:
crowned A goras 1987 Queen of Hearts tonight. Immediately s jore w;jj be the Lost and
follow ing the Agora vs. the faculty basketball game ,n 1 F(jund Running the Used Book 
Panzer Gym Agora will sponsor its annual charity Queen fof the fourth year j-, a ,
o f Hearts dance in the cafeteria of Life Hall. I row wi)] be the brothers of Al-j
A few weeks ago each of the sororities at Montclair State j  ^ phi omega. Nu Psi Cbap-j
selected one or more candidates to be their representatives.;
Girls vying for the title of queen 1 ‘ Lnst semester over 1.000 books
ore Carole Fette. a sophomore a sophomore speech major re- | werr R0]d . The fraternity charg-
finc arts major of Kappa Sig- presenting Sigma; Karen Szy-; es g mark.up 0f approx. 10 per­
mit Rho; Julie Guarino, a sopho- manski, a junior of Iota; a n d ' , ^  for all books sold and a| 
more English major of Dalphac; Karen Thiele, a sophomore math servdce fee Gf jo cents per book' 
Chris Kishel, a Sigma Theta major from Mu Sigma. j , sojd_
Epsilon junior English major: Tire purpose of this dance, an p ersons wishing to sell their
and Bonnie Klein, a sophomore ! annual even sponsored by Ago- j books or those wishing to pur-
language major of Theta C h i ra, is to raise money for the j c,haso used books should go to
Rho. ¡Essex County Heart Fund. j the Used Book Store. This year |
Last year's Miss Montclair Stale with the other contestants 
in the pageant.
Also. Heidi Kurhjeweit Pictures of the girls have ;
Lambda Omega Tau a senio! been displayed on campus 1h,s S a Ï ^ le lT t Î x  or fill out speci- N a t i o n a l  G v O U p  j C c M l p U S  Q u e d l  Lambda Omega lau. a semoi week. ßy donating pen,nies
biology major; Bonnie Potter. al forms'
. . „ , Any books or money " ? '  Brings‘MuchAdo Contest Plannedhis choice. A penny will count | cjajmed by March 15 become the &
as one vote for each individual : propertv 0f Alpha Phi Omega.1 The National Shakespeare The men of Phi Lambda Pi 
candidate. The girl with Ihe They wiu again be made avail- Company presented “Much Ado will bo sponsoring their second 
greatest amount of pennies wi,1jable on March 15. After that j About Nothing” on Jan. 11 
be crowned Queen of Heats. , hoy perrnanently become APO in Memorial Auditorium under
Music, which will be provid­
ed by the NPL’s. will start at 
9:30 p.m. John Sico, chairman I 
of the dance, hoped for a large 
turnout at tonight’s affair. The 
cost for a couple will be $1.50 
Agora has been an active fra­
ternity in fund raising drives. 
It is also thc founder of the Col­
lege-Student Assistant F u n d  
which is available to all Mont­
clair State students.
property.
Patronize
O u r
Advertisers
the auspices of the College De­
velopment Fund. The cast of 
the play, directed by Neil Flana­
gan, was headed by three ex­
perienced young performers: 
Sharon Hail, John Breslin, and 
Daryn Brent.
Robert Steinfort
Steinfort to Play
Margin lor Excellence Seen 
Important as College Grows
annual Miss Montclair State 
Pageant. This pageant will be 
in complete conjunction w i t h  
the Miss America Preliminaries 
Rules and Regualtions commit­
tee.
On February 10 uie finalists 
will compete for the title o f 
Miss Montclair state. A two hun- 
Miss Hall, who played Beat- died dollar scholarship, trophies, 
l rice, began her career in Cali- ' and flowers along with the right 
fotrnia where she appeared with to participate in the state pag- 
the Los Angeles Shakespeare eant in Cherry Hill are among 
Theatre and in the ANTA pro- the awards to be presented to 
duction of “ Oedipus Rex.” Miss the Queen and her court. Miss 
Hall also writes for television. Montclair State will also be the
Mr. Breslin liad tlie part of s c h o o 1 s official homecoming
Benedict. Although only 28. he Queen.
I is a veteran of over 150 pro-
1 fessional productions. He- s,nr- 
by Bill Lang ! red in the off-Broadway “ Chris-
Beginning tomorrow many of us will start our final 'opher Columbus and spent
; exams. For some this period will be a time of anxious an- three years working with re-
A t  C d Y T t P O l P  f i n  11  ticipation— for others it wii! merely be the transition from Signal theatres, including the
K s u n i e g i e  H U L L  the!old t(J the new> -y - .Barter Theatre in Virginia.
Robert Steinfort, a junior Erig- 1  Montclair is also making a transition. Its change is not Miss Brent who played Hero, 
lish major at Montclair State as visible as a change in semesters, but it’s there. The on ly ; . , c.h.,rter member of 
and a professional singer, will significant evidence of the change is often discharged as a ' a c 
appear at Carnegie Hall in New temporary problem. Today we
York City on Sun., Feb. 5. tend to accept the mile long more is necessary. Our school bav'ng aPPealed as Lady Mac
The men of f ’.ii Lambda Pi 
are now accepting applications 
from the girls of Montclair.
Others in the cast were Paul 
Craig, Charles Cragin, Thomas 
Chelli, Robert Wiener, James 
Elyn, Jean-Claude Vasseux. and 
the Robert Lewis.
National Shapespeare Company,
1987 at 8:15 p.m. as part of a journey from class to car as an communications station W.V. 
•program entitled, "Praise t h e jever Presen' nuisance. It was 
Lord In Many Voices.”  Bob. not always so! 
whose professional name is Ro- In 1964 when the present cla8E 
bert Edwin will he a solo,si in of ,fi8 was accepted the great 
the Mass For the Secular Ci- metamorphpsis began. T h i s  
ty, one of four new liturgies class with its iarge number of 
being ottered, each in a differ- students acceierated the growth 
on: musical idiom. The perfor- of the College and ended the era 
mance will be recorded live by . of a small state school with ex- 
Avant Garde Records that has j  ce,lent facilities for all. U init- 
Boh under contract. iated inatead an era pie(.c.ed
The music to be presented in witl1 growing pains, for we de-
Since the National Shakes­
peare Company’s founding in 
1963 by director-producer and 
co-owner Philip Meister along 
with actress and general mana­
ger Elaine Sulka, the troupe 
has become the most widely- 
travelled Shakespeare group in 
the United States. Its initial 
five-week tour of the New York 
Metropolitan area in the Spring 
of 1964 was expanded last year 
to an eight month, 35 state tour 
covering over 30,000 miles. The 
Dr. Ernest B. Fincher of the MSC Social Studies Depart- 1966-67 season will see the com­
ment has recently had a book published. The book The Gov- pany extend its tour to 38 weeks
both, Juliet, and Kate in its
M.S.—The Voice of Montclair flrst tour 111 1964’ She has also 
State is unable to begin broad- been seen off Broadway in 
casting on campus due to the , st°ck and repertory theat-
res including the Louisville 
(Conliuned on Page 3) 1 Shakespeare Festival.
Professor Fincher Writes
American Government Text
1!h c one e 1 1 will tm lude jazz, [ ^ telv obvious! v" '  The re a' r^ ernment of the United States is published by Prentice-Hall with plans for a summer festi- 
fotk, classical, and folk-rock; Publisher in Englewood Cliffs. val.
Mary Lou Williams, internation- exist because of our rapid ex- 6 Governm ni of the United States is not a lull dress Across the continent, the Na-
itlly-famed jazz pianist and Da- pansion: p a r k i n g ,  cafeteria i . e x , 91 ,a c0^ se ln Am encan Government. Nor is the tional Shakespeare Company
vld A m r .r  c T p i S - r e s i .  »Pace. d .L i.o e y  racili.ie.. etc. ,b“ *  5PCC'0' 1St f‘eld' « " I * »  -ce ived  e„thu,i.,tic res-
from both professional
harmonic. problems,! will attempt to d e -1 - “ 6“  .UK - “ ‘“  courts, and uie Presidency t o | critic and educator. A New
composer-m-resi- « - ¡ i s  the student already well en-,dence for the New York Phil- But rather than dwelling on the: , . , , J . i ponse, i W ° k ......KU c t „mi ougb acquainted with the mam ¡courts, and the residency t o critic
features of the American gov- j name ia few -- and covers them 
ernment to require a more | in depth.
highly detailed treatment of the j The book has several interest-
sciribe what is being done to al 
Robert Edwin, who is current- leviate them.
Jy performing "An American
Folk Sons Mass” at Saint Clem- ° ur State Government recent-1 subject, 
ents Episcopal Church in New 
York City, has made numerous IAct whlch wl11 aid in the solu' ed States was written for th e  
personal appearances for vari-ition of such problems as class- college and technical-school stu- 
ous religious denominations in- ''oom space; the parkinS situ‘ dents lakin8 their first course 
eluding the National Lutheran! a,lon and' ln coniunction with : dealing with the government of 
Youth Conference in M i a m i  the Federal Education Act, the United States. The author 
Beach, Florida and a service in ! wl11 Pr0Vlde more dol’m space, having these people in mind 
Washington JathedraJ, Washing- Now’ thanks to the concern of j wrote a book, sound in scholar- 
ton DC Most recently he par-1the cltlzens of New Jersey fo r ' ship and without bias, yet read-: 
tic ipated in a special Christmas h i g h e r  education, we can see able enough to catoh and hold j 
Vve service hr.viHenst live h v ithe construction of a swimming i the attention of the student. The 
WNBC radio sLUon Y | Pool and new little theater as book is designed in a manner!
j well as the enlargement o f ! enabling it to be used as either a ;
For information about tickets j our power plant. When the next sole text for a survey course or!
and reservations for the Carne- semester is drawing to a close: in conjunction with other books
gie Hall concert, write: Avant I just as this present one is now, j in a m o r e comprehensive ! 
Concerts, Suite 1429, 250 W e s t . we will see the beginning of the 1 course. This book instead of de- 
57th St., New York, New York,'new Fine Arts Building in the ¡scribing every detail of the nat- 
<>r call 212-246-1344. Ticket pri-: sea of mud between Finley Hall i ional government concentrates 
<es range from $2.00 to $4.50. land the tennis courts. , on major aspects; political par-,
t es range from $2.00 to $4.50. Progress is being made b u t  ties, pressure groups, federal I
ing features. To capture the in­
terest of the reader and to drive 
home important points there is
York reviewer made note of its 
“ tremendous contribution to our 
literary heritage, our language, 
and our young people.”  An 
Illinois teacher remarked: "A f­
ter seeing the company, never
anecdotal material at the begin-; again will my students feel that 
ning of each chapter. Also t o , Shakespeare is a book. He has 
enliven the book and provide become a vibrant and signifi- 
(Continued on Page 6)  ^cant force in their lives.”
Home of the Dancing Hamburger
West’s Diner 
Rt. 46
Little Fall«, N. J.
Where Good Friends Come to Eat and Meet
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Faculty
Notes
Mrs. Mary Arny of the science j 
department is listed in the 196(1 
Dictionary of International Biog- j 
raphy, published in London. Dr. ! 
Wallen also, appears in the' 
same work. Both women are 
also in Who's Who of American i 
Women and Who's Who in the 
East. Mrs. Arny’s husband, j 
Robert, an official of RCA, is 
in Dictionary of International 
Biography and Who's Who in 
East, too.
Kurt Weissenboeck, exchange \ 
student from Graz, Austria, has j 
received a scholarship from the 
Kellogg Center for Continuing 
Education to attend “Adventure 
in World Understanding’ ’ con-! 
ference at Michigan State, Dec. j 
20-29. This conference is held; 
annually for foreign students at 
American universities. Overseas j 
Neighbors, sponsor of Montclairs 
sister city affiliation with Graz, 
is also contributing to the cost 
of the trip.
Dr. Gerhard Lang of the 
education department was 
speaker and panelist at a one- j 
day workshop held by Cliffside 
Park Public Schools, Dec. 8. | 
Topic: “ A New Look at Testing I 
and What Happens After.”
Two students select titles from first of paperback racks in 
the bookstore.
Supply Store Begins 
To Stock Paperbacks
The College Supply Store has recently received a great 
number of new paperback books. The books are not part of 
required reading assignments and are designed to appeal to 
students -of all majors.
The books were introduced into the supply store due to 
the efforts of several committees.
In February of 1965, a group of students concerned over 
1he lack of reading material in
George J. Petrelle of the 
business education department 
is author of an article on “ Use 
Corporation Annual Reports as ■ 
a Teaching Device” in the Dec-1 
ember issue of Business Educa-1 
tion World. ,
the bookstore other than text­
books, spoke to Erik Engel, 
former president of the SGA. 
Through him, they were refer­
red to Me. A. Kuolt, assistant 
to the president, and finally to 
the Faculty Committee of the 
Bookstore, headed by Dr. M. 
Kuhnen. This committee set up 
a sub-committee made up of
will change some of the titles.
Of the titles chosen, about 
one-third are now available to 
the students. There are now 204 
new books that have arrived in 
the store and another rack of 
books has been planned and 
ordered to be set up within the 
next week. Due to lack of space 
and the selling of graduate di-
Margin For
(Continued from page 2)
lack of space. The Montclarion 
is unable to publish weekly be­
cause the campus has no suit­
able press. Three of the school’s 
largest organizations C L U B ,  
W.V.M.S. and the International 
Relations Club are packed into 
a closet that was designed to be 
a coatroom. The State must be 
concerned with strictly educa­
tional facilities, so it is left for 
the student or the college t o 
find some way to ease these 
growing pains.
On this campus we have what 
w- hope will be the solution to 
these problems. This solution is 
called “ The Margin for Ex­
cellence” and is the present 
fund-raising campaign of t h e  
College Development Fund. The 
goals of the campaign are to 
provide facilities in a new Stu­
dent Union Building to ease the 
problems presently confronting 
student campus activities. But 
w.: cannot begin construction
of these facilities until all the 
monies needed for erection of 
th< building are received. This 
is the law of the State of New 
Jersey and an unalterable fact. 
What we are doing—and how 
we hope to hasten the much 
desired Student Union Building 
-- is the subject of our next ar­
ticle.
both students and faculty mem-, vision books in the Supply Store 
bers. Mr. A. Lovasco is head of more racks can’t be set up at 
this sub-committee. j  present.
The job of this group was to' Eventually, a new enlarged 
formulate a policy on the qua- j Supply Store will operate in the 
lity of the selections of the new College Life Union Build- 
paperback books for the book ing- 
store. All majors were consid-
Sullivan 
The Poet
(Continued from Page 1)
cal background and his persona] 
involvement in the everyday af­
fairs of men.
The interests of A.M. Sullivan 
al.o encompass farming, rail- 
reading, aslronomy, oceanog­
raphy, and metaphysics. Thro­
ughout each of Sullivans works, 
the reader er.ters a different 
world and cannot help but be 
impressed by the poets intricate 
and tender knowledge of so many 
fields.
Among his eight volumes of 
verse are Elbows of the Wind, 
Stars and Atoms, Have No Size, 
Problems of the Prodigal. A Day 
in Manhattan is a “ book of 
voices” containing five choral 
poems. “ Transcontinental”  has 
been made into an award win­
ning short feature by Fox-Movie­
tone.
Perhaps Sullivan’s most 
breathtaking work is his most 
recent. The Bottom of the Sea. 
Conrad states that this piece 
could be “ the most broadly com­
prehensive poem about the earth, 
as we know it, that has ever 
been written.” A unique poem 
of epic proportions, The Bottom 
of the Sea expresses the entire 
history of the sea. capturing its 
challenge and mystery, from the 
beginning of time to the present. 
The work includes vibrant tales 
of pirates, shipwrecks, explorers 
and battles of every era. This 
exploration is a lifework for Sul­
livan, involving twenty years of 
his efforts. The image of the sea 
engulfs the reader and moves 
him as it moves through time. 
Sullivan’s language is clear and 
powerful. Conrad compares his 
friend’s style to that of Whit­
man.
Few New Jerseyites are aware 
of the wealth of poetic material 
and the wealth of poets existing
Student Appeals 
Board Establishment
As of Dec. 13 the Student Ap- 
| peals Board for Parking w a s  
established. This Board will 
] pass judgement on all parking 
appeals submitted. The power 
of the Board extends to a l l  
parking appeals submitted by 
j students. If has the power t o 
make the final judgement. This 
Board also has the power t o 
impose restrictions upon con- 
tant violators.
One of these is the power to 
request that a student’s marks 
! be held up if he has not paid 
! his fines. Constant violators cA\ 
be sent to the Dean of Students. 
The Board has the power t o 
call any violator before it. The 
defendent can present his case 
before the Board.
Meetings of the Student Ap­
peals Board are open to t h e  
| public. The next meeting is on 
January 18. 6 p.m. at the Da- 
villa Mills Room in the Student 
| Life Building. The times, dates, 
j  and places of future meetings 
; will be announced.
; within their own state boundar­
ies. Says Sullivan: “ I am criti- 
j  cal of the creative people who 
I live in this state and don’t own 
i up to it. There are a great 
; number of poets and novelists 
| who just sleep here and credit 
other states with their material.
; New Jersey has a special sort 
| of beauty, mirrored :n the shore 
i and the mountains.” Again Sul- 
j livan has translated his thoughts 
; into action through his poetry.
; Two of his works, New Jersey 
! Hills and The Ballad of John 
I Casiner aye written specifically 
with New Jersey themes, 
j A. M. Sullivan is currently 
| working on a new edition of one 
hundred of his poems. He is 
also planning a series of essays 
on the appreciation of poetry.
ered as to books 
reading interest.
of general
The committee drew up re­
commendations and the Board 
of the Faculty-Student Coop ap­
propriated $5000 for the project.
The titles of the books were 
selected by the students from 
a list with the -help of a sup­
plier. Periodically, the supplier
APO National 
Convention Held
On December 27, 28, and 29 
Alpha Phi Omega, the national 
service fraternity, held their J 
19th national convention in Min- j 
neapolis, Minn. Representing | 
the NU PSI Chapter here a t i 
Montclair were Gerard Kenne- !
‘Mystics’ to Appear 
A t  Frosh Dance
The freshman class will spon­
sor a dance in Panzer gymnas­
ium on Saturday, Jan. 14, a t 
8:00 p.m. This is the first ev­
ent of the year held by the fresh­
man. There will be live enter­
tainment provided by the “ My­
stics,” a rock and roll band 
from Hudson county.
At the dance the winner of 
the freshman raffle will be an­
nounced. Raffle tickets are be­
ing sold and the prize is a $25 
gift certificate for a ski-jacket.
The chairman for the dance is 
Joseph Macaluso.
Admission will be 50 cents.
The law requires that monthly certificates of attendance 
signed by veterans be sent to the VA attesting the veteran has 
attendend classes. Necessarily these certificates can be sent 
only after a month’s schooling is completed. On the 20th of the 
following month, VA mails the payment checks. Proper and 
prompt sending of these certificates will eliminate delays. 
Allowances are:
Monthly Payments Available to Veterans:
Institutional
Bill Eden.
The Convention was held at 
| the Radisson Hotel. Over 1,000 
| others from over 400 chapters 
i were at attendance. Changes in i 
the national constitution now 
I permit graduate students to re- | 
] main as active members. De-1 
| feated was a bill which would 
I have permitted individual chap­
ters to have fraternity houses.
Type of No No 2 or Mora
Program Dependents Dependents Dependents
Full-Time $100 $125 $150
Three-Quarter Time 75 95 115
Half-Time 50 65 75
Less than Half-Time Rate of established charges for
tuition and fee, not to exceed
While on Active Duty
MISS MONTCLAIR STATE PAGEANT
10, 1967
REMEMBER
February 
A DATE TO
Washington, D.C. was chosen 
i as the site of the next national 
I convention which will be held 
in 1968. Also planned was a Con- 
I stitutional Convention to be held 
I next year at the University of 
Olkahoma.
Brothers Saul, Koob, and Sub- 
; erati were each able to devour 
! a La la Palooza.
$50 if more than 14 time; not to 
exceed $25 if \\ time or less. 
Rate of established charges for 
tuition and fees, or $100 per 
month for full time course, 
whichever is less. No allowance 
for dependents.
$80 $100 $120 
Cost only.
are 14 semester hours, or
Patronize
Our
Advertisers
Cooperative Training 
Correspondence 
Full-time training courses 
the equivalent.
Three-quarter time equals 10 to 13 hours.
Half-time is 7 to 9 semester hours.
Less than half-time, but more than one-quarter time, 1 
is 4 to 6 semester hours.
One-quarter time cr less is 1 to 3 semester hours.
* * * *
A cooperative program is a full-time program consisting of 
classroom and alternate training, with the training supplemental 
to the educational institutional portion.
When the course is of less than a regular semester, such as 
I summer school, the 14-hour standard is used or the equivalent in 
| class plus laboratory, fieldwork, research or other types of 
! prescribed activity.
Correspondence course allowances are based on the estab- 
| lished charges for lessons completed and serviced by school.
! These allowances will be paid quarterly.
Outside work is not the interest of VA. Money or wages from 
such outside work is entirely the veteran-student’s business.
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The Montclarion is published bi-weekly by the De­
partment of Publications of the Student Government
Association, Inc., Upper Montclair, New Jersey, 78'.i-9091 i 
or 746-9500 (Ext. 246). Subscriptions available on request 
at $2.50 per semester, 54.00 per year.
Editoral opinions, unless signed, are the opinions of the 
Editorial Staff. Opinions of the columnists are entirely 
their own and need not represent the opinion of the 
Editorial Board or any member thereof. Advertising rates 
on request. _ '
The State of the ’Clarion
It is tradtional for the Montclarion to eval­
uate itself at the time the newly-elected staff 
takes office. It is always upsetting to lose ex­
perienced and qualified seniors. This year the 
retirement of Editor-in-Chief, Charles Barra- 
gato. Managing Editor. Laola Dugan, News 
and Features Editor. Beatrice Kievitt, Make­
up Editor. Margaret Scherbina, and Copy Ed­
itor, Robert Huff will particularly be felt. 
The skills and techniques they learned in 
their two and a half years tenure and con­
sequently the services they brought to the 
paper will be difficult to replace.
Despite this loss, however, the Montclarion 
is in the best position staff-wise than it has 
been in at least ten years. The retiring edi­
tors have often related their experiences in 
the past few years when staff positions in­
deed even major editorial positions were 
filled by the first person to walk through the 
office door who could write (would you be­
lieve print?) and who was a registered full­
time student (not necessarily in that order.) 
Today the situation is vastly different, des­
pite the significant number of freshmen on 
the new editorial board; the editorial board 
is composed of highly experienced and qual­
ified students who have given at least one! 
year’s service to the paper. The working 
staff is the largest and most diverse with re­
spect to majors that can be recalled in many j 
years.'
Very few students, save a few knowledg- 
able seniors, can recall the days of the Justo-j 
writer, off-set produced Montclarion—-that 
poor excuse for a college newspaper pub­
lished at irregular intervals which was often | 
as long as two pages, crooked headlines and j 
all. Indeed, the Montclarion has come a long 
way in two and a h alf’years. A t present, it | 
is being published on a regular bi-weekly 
basis; its advertising income is at an all time 1 
peak; it has rejoined the student press org­
anization; and it is currently engaged in the 
largest exchange circulation in its history.
Needless to say, however, our problems; 
have not been solved, indeed, there are many 
challanges still ahead. W e need more help, I 
reportrial, editorial, managerial; we should ! 
in a college of his size and importance of 
Montclair go on a weekly basis. News cov­
erage must be expanded to include every 
area of college life in all majors, and in all j 
interests. In the past semester, plans have j 
been made with joint consideration with the j 
members of the college administration and 
of the Student Government Association to \ 
begin circulation of the Montclarion off j 
campus; it is our hope that these plans will | 
soon become a reality. What better source 
of student activities and ideas is this for 
public relations than the college’s own 
newspaper?
The first problem to be solved, however, 
is one which has plagued us since our return 
to the linotype process. It is the typograohi- 
cal errors, transposed, garbled or omitted 
lines which has turned even our best- 
written articles into mumbo-jumbo. Our 
only consolation rests in nothing that even 
our nearest rival, the New York Times, is 
facing the same problem. It is surprising 
how many of these mistakes you can find in 
the Times when you are looking for them. 
But we must be better than the Times, we 
lcnow it, and we are desperately plotting to 
succeed!
Ernest Jaeger 
Editor-in-Chief
Janet Caruso 
Managing Editor
Barbara Zalga 
Business and Advertising 
Manager
News Editors 
Features Editors 
Sports Editors 
Make-up Editor 
Copy Editor 
Research Editor 
Typing Editor 
Photography Editor 
Circulation and Exchange Editor 
Journalistic Adviser 
Financial Adviser
Nina D’Amico, Miriam Taub 
Robert Meehan Steven Rahn 
Thomas Gannon, Alan Friedman 
Stanley Gurski 
Joan Dushanko 
Janice Parolie 
Carmela Shaw 
Arthur Erickson 
Daphne Poutsiaka 
Mr. Michael Grieco 
Dr. Richard Willing
ASSISTANT EDITORS: John Snowden, news; Larry 
Markowitz, sports; Janet Smith, research; John 
Burke, make-up; Donald Ushcrson, cartoonist; Mari- 
Jo Marra, assistant business and advertising man­
ager.
Let me start this first article of 1967 with a wish for a 
happy New Year for all of the students, faculty and staff at 
Montclair State College. It will be an important and exciting 
year, with many fundamental changes occurring in the ad­
ministrative structure under which our college is governed. 
As you know, before July 1st, a new Board for Higher Educa­
tion will be appointed by the Governor and this organization 
with its executive officer, a|"
Chancellor, will oversee all of 
higher education in the State of
The Sullivan Collection—
A Tribute
A. M. Sullivan’s gift of over 800 books of 
poetry to the College represents an extremely 
fine gesture. The major movements in Amer­
ican poetry since World War I are repres­
ented in the collection. This poetry library 
will be the basis for research for graduate 
students who will thus come to this campus 
to interprete these movements in poetry. 
As a result of this, Montclair State College 
could in essence become a center for the 
study of Modern Poetry.
However, it is poet Sullivan who will he 
the most remembered. This collection rep­
resents his contribution to the world of 
poetry. Many of the books are signed by their 
authors. Still many more were given to Mr. 
Sullivan as a means of thanking1 him for 
what he had done for them. It was through 
his twelve year radio program that Sullivan 
built up poetry in this country. With his 
program, Sullivan introduced the works of 
many new poets, who have since become es­
tablished. He invited some poets to read 
their works over the air. He also invited 
critics to discuss the works of these poets.
Sullivan knew them all— both British and 
American. He did much for each of them. 
In appreciation they gave him the handiwork 
of their hearts. Being a published poet him­
self, Sullivan could truly appreciate these 
gifts.
students do in their efforts 
to create education for them- 
New Jersey. Montclair and each j  selves and to create a good so- 
of the other five state colleges [ ciety form all men. 
will have separate governing Let’s face the new year with 
optimism. Conditions of cirowd- 
edness in our lounges, cafeter-
boards. The group of citizens 
who will become ou«’ Board, will
have the specific responsibility . , , . ,, ... , ... | las and parking lots will be withof setting policy for our mstitu- „ ,.. f  ,u i i us for a little while longer. Astion, and will concern themsel- f , , 6 ,we continue to work on theseves exclusively with our pro­
blems and aspirations. Natur­
ally, a period of adjustment will 
be required for the new group 
to come to understand Mont-
spend some time thinking about 
pressing problems we shoulc 
spend some time thinking about 
the Montclair of the future —
clair, and to deve’ op a feel mg ^hat the college should be like 
£or | — what role should it play in
In this time of anticipated 
change, a word of appreciation 
is in uirder for the people who 
worked hard for the state col­
leges under the old system. Dr. 
Frederick M. Raybinger, Dr. 
Earl E. Mosier and Dr. Michael 
B. Gilligan, with inadequate 
funds, struggled to support good 
programs in the state colleges.
I am optimistic about the fut­
ure and I know that with flex­
ibility and cooperativemess all 
around, our college can pass in­
to a new era of prosperity and j 
i creativeness. It seems well for 
| us to keep in mind that t h e j 
destiny of Montclair State Col- ■ 
| lege, While influenced by t h e :  
; structure of its governance, i s 
going to be even more determ­
ined by what the faculty and;
our State. The goals of our col­
lege should be developed joint­
ly by the entire college family 
— it’s the responsibility a n d  
challenge which we must a l l  
accept.
Thomas H. Richardson 
President
PUBLICATION DATES  
SPRING SEM ESTER
January 13 
February 15 
February 24 
March 10 
April 12 
April 21 
May 5 
May 19
There will be a meeting of all people interested in staff positions 
on the MONTCLARION on Tuesday, February 7, 1967, at 4:00 p.m. in 
the Publications Office.
Positions open include reporters, make-up assistants and 
photographers.
Anyone interested should attend this meeting or see Ernest Jaeger
in the Publications office.
Editorial Board Meeting— Monday, February 6, 1967 at 4:00 p.m. 
in the Publications Office.
Deadline for the next issue is Thursday, February 9, 1967.
The collection represents the best poetry 
of our time. It is a tribute to this college, a 
tribute to the instruction of the arts on this 
campus, and a tribute to the student writers 
on this campus. However, above all, the A. 
M. Sullivan Poetry Collection will forever 
remain a tribute to a distinguished poet.
Paperbacks-At Last!
The Montclarion, contrary to popular be­
lief, is always eager to extend commenda­
tion or criticism when it is in order. There­
fore, the staff sees a definite need to con­
gratulate the College Supply Store for its 
recent addition of approximately 200 paper­
back books. These books, not required 
course readings, cover every major field of 
study and are of general interest to the 
student. In addition to these books, an ad­
ditional supply is soon expected.
Now the student with “time on his hands’’ 
can come into the bookstore and browse at 
leisure. He can now purchase books at the 
supply store for the sole purpose of his own 
personal enjoyment. This is important as 
students need an opportunity to expand 
their literary horizons beyond the required 
reading assignments.
Again the Montclarion would like to ex­
tend its congratulations to the College Sup­
ply Store for making this first step. How­
ever, we sincerly hope that the Bookstore 
will not stop at this early stage, but will 
continue to progress to the point where it 
can supply numerous titles for the benefit 
and enjoyment of all.
College administrations are quick to com­
mend the rapid development of improved 
facilities; however, on their campuses it is 
of greater value when, the students them­
selves appreciate the improvements made 
for their benefit.
COMING
27 HOUR 
MARATHON
“Much A d o  About Something”
Applications for entertainment avail­
able in the Student Government As­
sociation offiee, Life Hall
S P E C IA L  B A S K E T B A L L  EDITION
VARSITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Day Day Opponent H or Away Time
Fri., Jan. 20 Jersey City State College Away 8:30 P.M.
Sat., Jan. 2 East Stroudsburg State College Home 8:15 P.M.
Mon., Jan. 30 Southern Conn. St, College Away 8:00 P.M.
Wed.. Feb. 1 Newark State College Away 8:30 P.M.
Sat., Feb. 4 Bloomfield College Away 8:30 P.M.
Tues., Feb. 7 Paterson State College Home 8:30 P.M.
Sat., Feb. II Trenton State College Away 8:30 P.M.
Tues.. Feb, 14 Pratt Institute Away 8:30 P.M.
Fri., Feb. 17 Newark Col. of Engineering Away 8:30 P.M
Sat., Feb. 13 Glassboro State College Home 8:15 P.M.
Wed., Feb. *)9 Central Conn, state College Away 8:30 P.M.
Fri., Feb. 24 Newark State College Home 8:30 P.M.
Sat., Feb. 2J Newark-Rutgers University Horne 8:30 P.M.
Tues., Feb 28 Jersey City State College Home 8:30 P.M.
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Montclair Wins Kiwanis Tourney 70 - 67 
Over FDU, Madison, NCE Takes Third
Indians Prove to be Rough 
Contenders in Conference
The Kiwanis Club presents Bob Lester with the Most Valuable 
Player Award.
The Montclair basketball team, which has lost only one 
game up to its meeting with Monmouth and Trenton, con­
tinued its winning ways by defeating Fairleigh Dickinson 
University of Madison 70-67 in the final game of the first 
Kiwanis Tournament. It was one of the roughest games 
Montclair ever played. Montclair hosted the tournament.
The Tournament itself came from an idea by Mr. Don
Johnston of Cedar Grove. Mr.
Johnston had the idea of hold­
ing one game at Christmas 
time. The Passaic Valley Ki- 
wanis Club, his own, took in­
terest in the project and de­
cided , to run a tournament.
night games. This set the stage 
for the semi-final round with 
Rutgers Newark meeting FDU 
Madison and Montclair State 
taking on NCE. Rutgers New­
ark hustled, but as the game
Eight teams participated in the wore on, they were not much of 
Tournament, which took place! a match for a bigger F D U  
during the Christmas holidays; team and lost 80-69. In the 
from December 27 through De- j  second game of the double 
cember 30. The teams in the I header, Montclair had a rough 
Tournament were Bloomfield, j  first half against NCE, but 
FDU at Madison. Newark out-hustled and out-shot them in 
College of 'Engineering,,Newark the second half for an impres- 
Rutgers University, Pace Col-! sive 69-54 victory. The big guns 
lege of New York, Paterson for Montclair were Luther Bo- 
State College, Upsala College won, with 26 points, and Bob 
and Montclair State. Opening | Lester, who had 27 rebounds, 
night action saw a double-head-! The team played well in the 
er in which NCE rolled over opening game against Paterson 
Bloomfield 91-61, and Montclair j with Dave Conroy high man
downed a scrappy Paterson with 20 points; but Lester arid
State club, 89-66. Second night j  Bowen, along with Oakes and
action saw Bloomfield lose to; Apgar, seemed to carry the
Paterson State in the consola-: team when they found the going 
lion, with Newark Rutgers beat-¡rough. According to Bob Lester, 
ing Upsala 76-60, and FDU i when Luther Bowen scored his 
beating- Pace 83-63 in the two 26 points, “ He came into his
own.” Bob Gleason, Montclair's! 
high scorer, could not seem to ! 
tind the range, and did not have ! 
a “ hot hand” throughout the 
Tournament.
With F D U  and Montclair j 
winning their games, it brought 
matters down to the final night 
for a game that looked to be i 
one of the tightest ones that; 
either team would ever engage 
in. The game couldn't have 
been more perfectly planned, 
either, because Montclair was 
to-seteded, wdth FDU rank­
ing second. Montclair took a 
quick lead and controlled the 
first half and led at the half. 
The second half saw FDU 
come back and keep the game 
tight cn the shooting of Ted 
Bruning and Bill Wickis. Ted 
Bruning was the game’s high 
scorer with 20 points, and oddly 
enough it was Bruning who 
missed a layup that could have 
brought FDU within one point 
with only 40 seconds left in the 
game. The game was close un- 
til those final 40 seconds; but,
! after Bruning missed the shot, 
j Mike Oakes put in a layup for 
the shot that sewed up the 
game and the tournament for 
Montclair. Mike Oakes, played 
almost the entire game while in 
| foul trouble, but he was very 
| effective. The final score was 
70-67, as Captain Jack Apgar 
j  netted two free throws, and 
FDU sank two final baskets, 
but the game was out of reach 
j with Oake’s basket. After the 
j game and the awarding of in­
dividual player awards, Mont- 
\ clair received another honor 
when sophomore Bob Lester re- 
| ceived the Schaeffer Award for 
1 the Tournament’s Most Valuable 
j  Player. Lester is only 6’2” and 
! did his rebounding against play­
ers 6’4” and 6’7” in a testa- 
monial of his jumping ability. 
All in all, the tournament w^ as 
one in which the Indian Squad 
gained much prestige.
The Indians, with added height and depth this year, 
have taken two of their first three games, and look to be 
a rough contender in the New Jersey State College Confer­
ence. The team opened the season at home against Upsala 
on Dec. 1. They had only one scrimmage under their 
belts, but played well and beat Upsala 78-59. Bob Gleason 
was high with 15, but it was lower than usual for Bob, 
who usually hits in the twent­
ies. Dave Conroy, who, at 6’9” , 
was a bit awkward in his fresh­
man year, looked vastly impro­
ved .
Nnother highlight was the re-1 The team played well 
bounding nd hustling of trans­
fer student Bob Lester. Bob is 
62'', a sophomore, and c a n
sharp, leading the Indians on a 
number of fast breaks. M i k e  
Oakes and Bob Lester picked off 
their good share of rebounds.
Paterson Falls 70-63
After surviving several Pat-
really leap. As usual, the game erson rallies Montclair finally 
included great hust.e from Luth- went ahead for good in the last 
er Bowen and some pinpoint two minutes to defeat the Pio­
passing from Jack Apgar to 
Mike Oakes.
FDU Wins 84-64
The match put the Indians a- 
gainst the Knights from Fair-1
neers 70-63 
Wayne.
at their court i n
Indians Outclass Albany 85-70
The ‘‘Great Danes” of Al-
leigh Dickinson. Montclair led bany State attempted to play 
: for about three quarters of the > possession basketball but their 
first half. Dave Conroy was do- plan backfired as no Albany 
■ ing a very good job on the i players were able to find th e
! boards against the Knights’ Reg- 
| gie Foster (who is one of the 
] top irebounders in his confer- 
; ence), but got into foul trouble 
and was taken out. FDU went 
ahead at the half. Bob Gleason 
i had a rough time finding th e  
range once again. As a matter 
of fact, the w’hole team went cold 
in the second half, and with Fos­
ter getting most of the rebounds, 
they fell furthr behind and even- 
i tually lost 84-64. There was one
range and the Indians had an 
easy time of it 85-70.
MSC Loses Close One 
To Monmouth
Monmouth’s trio of Me In­
tyre, Kornguey, and Sunkett 
proved to be too much for the 
Big Reds who played w'ell but 
ended up a 86-78 loser.
Montclair Trounces Trenton 86-59
After a close first half MSCshining star for the Indians once caught fire in the 2nd half to 
again, however, and it was the move inlo first place in the NJ 
rebounding and shooting of Bob gc conference l;ace with a 86_
Lester. Lester got most of the 
rebounds(23) and led Montclai;1 59 trouncing of arch-rival Tren­ton. The win was a complete
JU N IO R  V A R S IT Y  B A S K E T B A L L
S C H E D U LE
Mon. Jan. 30 So. Conn A w ay
Tues Feb 7 Paterson Home
Tues. Feb. 14 Piatt A w ay
Feb 17 N CE. A w ay
Sat. Feb. 25 N ewark Rutgers 
Coach Donald Coveleski
Home
scorers with 17 points. Coach team effort and state upped its 
Watkins’ heart almost stopped | record to g_2
| in the second half when Mike I______ '
! Oakes hit the floor hard and had 1 
to be helped off the court, but J  J ’ !  '*/ '1  E ’
Mike is a hustler and soon re-1 L j I  1  1
Indians Beal Glassboro SH O W  PROMISE
The Indians traveled to Glass­
boro on Dec. 9 for their1 Last year coach Paul Szem’s 
' first Conference game. T h e y  Junior Varsity team won 21 ball 
came home with a healthy 90-73 ! games while losing only 3 and 
win. The highlight of this game this year his Freshman ball club
was that Bob Gleason found the 
i mark and hit for 22 points. Con­
roy looked good once again, be- 
; ing rough on the boards and 
chipping in with 16 points. Cap- 
, tain Jack Apgar also looked
The Start of Something Big?
looks like it can better that 
mark.
The Little Reds boast a start­
ing team which averages just a 
shade under 6’3” . At one for­
ward is stationed Bob Sincie- 
wicz, 6’4” firom East Rutherford 
j  High School. Bob hit for 40 points 
j when the Indians dumped the 
j Monmouth College J.V. team 85- 
¡83 on January 6. Frank Baker 
j is at the other forward spot; he 
! is 6'2” and is out of Weequahic 
! High. The center is Dick Ma- 
| guire, 6’5” , who is a good shooter 
and rebounder from Hanover 
I Park High. The guards are 6’2” 
j Kirk Anspach, a product of Hen- 
| ry Hudson High School in At­
lantic Highlands and Frank Ros- 
I si, 6’1” from Watchung Hills 
[ Regional High in Warren Town­
ship.
The bench is strong with 6’4” 
Fred Keimel from Govenor Liv­
ingston Regional High School 
in Berkeley Heights; 6’ Jimmy 
Tiiomas out of Newark Techni- 
j cal High School; Pat Ryan, 6’2” 
from Essex Catholic, also count- 
j ed on heavily by Szem are 6’1”
I Nick Cristodoro, East Ruther- 
I ford High School, John Grirnko 
of St. M ¡chads in Jersey City 
and 5’11” Bob McCormick from 
Bloomfield High School.
FR E S H M A N  B A S K E T B A L L  
S C H E D U LE
Fri Jan. 20 Jersey City Away
Sat. Jan 28 E Stroudsburg Home
Wed Feb l Newark Away
Sat Feb. 4 B loom field Away
Sat. Feb 11 Trenton Away
Sat Feb 18 G lassboro Home
Wed. Feb 22 Cen Conn. St Away
rri. Feb 24 Newark Home
Tues. Feb 28 Jersey City 
Coach Paul Szem
Home
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Bob Lester Mike Oakes Dave Conroy Bob Gleason Luther Bowen
Jack Apgar
Keith Neigel
Randy Heidemann
Larry Markowitz
Meet the 1966 -1967  Indians
Bob Lester - Forward
If Bob Lester’s first two games 
at Montclair are any indication, 
the 6’3” former Central High 
School Star, will be one of the 
most exciting players ever to 
play for State. Bob, who is a 
transfer from Fort Scott Junior 
College in Kansas, scored 31 
points and pulled down 39 re­
bounds in the opening two gam-
Michael Oakes - Forward
At the beginning of last year, 
the Arthur Johnson Regional 
product, was on the junior var­
sity team. Just after the varsity 
was able to win only 5 of 12 
games, Mike stepped into a 
starting role and scored 126 
points and grabbed off 127 re­
bounds. At 6’5” Mike makes 
good use of his height under the 
boards and has been rebounding 
and scoring well this season.
,, ■ .1 ™.
Dave Conoy - Center
The “Fox’’ is the most im­
proved player on the team this 
year. Never fully reaching his 
potential at New Providence 
High School, the 6’9” center 
seems to have come into his own 
this season. In the opening game 
Dave grabbed off 19 rebounds 
and scored 10 points. In the 
second game Dave had to sit out 
much of the time because of foul 
trouble but he still managed to 
score 8 points and 9 rebounds, i
Bob Gleason - Guard
The 6’2” former St. Aloysius 
Star is one of the most prolific 
scorers in college basketball. 
Using a deft touch on his left 
hand jump shot and near perfect 
foul shooting, Bob pumped in 
1206 points in his first two var­
sity seasons. Last seaon, Bob 
led the team in rebounding, pull­
ing down 331 “ bounds.”  Bob hit 
on 53 consecutive foul shots last 
year to set an NCAA record. The 
NAIA has honored Bob by nam­
ing him both years to their 
“ Little All-American” team as 
an honorable mention.
Luther Bowen - Guard
After scoring 309 points last | 
season, the 5’10” product of East! 
Orange High is expected to play j 
an even bigger role this year, j 
“ Lutie” also is a good rebounder | 
for his size and his quickness j 
and alert play can wreck an | 
opponent’s offense. This year
Support
Your
Team
Bowen must carry much more 
of the load in the backboard with 
Apgar and La Meta in a reserve 
role.
Jack Apgar - Guard
Jack is back again as Indian 
captain this year. Last season, 
the 5’6”  product of Johnathan 
Dayton Regional High School 
scored 212 points and led the 
team in assists. This season Jack 
will be used to back up Gleason 
and Bowen and should be one of 
the finest sixth men around. 
Tommy La Metta - Guard
Tom, who played high school 
ball in Bayonne, was the second 
highest scorer on the team last 
year with 340 points for a 15.1 
average. The 5’6” guard is 
good shooter and driver and will 
be spelling Gleason or Bowen 
this year.
Keith Neigel - Forward
DAVE WATINS, HEAD
The one-time assistant to Hen­
ry Schmidt embarks upon his 
third campaign as head coach at 
Montclair State College with a 
two-year record of 23-27 after 
last winter’s 12-13 mark.
Watkins succeeded Schmidt af­
ter guiding the Montclair State 
junior varsity to three outstand­
ing seasons. He had an overall 
won-lost record of 53-10, topped 
by the 19-3 ledged in the 1963-4 
season.
The Penn State Graduate 
coached on both the scholastii 
collegiate level prior to his move 
to Montclair State. He piloted 
two Pennsylvania high schools, 
West York in York and Quakers- 
town and was a member of the 
University of Iowa staff while 
undertaking graduate work there
BOB BORNSTEIN, ASST. COACH
At 6’3” the former Johnathan 
Dayton Regional High School 
star will be filling in at forward 
this year. Last year Keith re­
bounded well and scored 326 
points for a 12.5 average. Keith 
has a good jump shot from the 
corner.
Bruce Biroc - Center
Bruce is a 6’7” transfer from 
Pensacola Junior College in Flor­
ida. Bruce shoots well from the 
outside and pulls down his share 
of rebounds; he’ll see plenty of 
action this year filling in for 
Oakes and Conoy.
Randy Heidemann - Guard
Randy, at 6’11” , led the junior 
varsity in scoring last year with 
a 19.6 ppg. average. Randy who 
played forward at Northern Val­
ley High School is a fantastic 
shot but needs work in defense 
and ball handling.
A1 Fudge - Guard
Al, who is 5’11” , played his 
high school ball at Arts High 
School in Newark and played on 
both Varsity and junior varsity 
good rebounder and ball handler. 
Larry Markowitz - Guard
At 6’1” , Larry is a strong re- 
bounder and tough competitor; 
he’ll see both varsity and junior 
varsity action this year.
A football aide to Hank Ferris 
this past fall, Bornstein joins the 
basketball coaching staff this 
season. The Trenton State Col­
lege graduate starred in the 
cage sport as well as football 
(captaining the Lions in his sen­
ior year) and track.
Bornstein first served on the 
MSC coaching staff in 1961 and 
1962 as a football assistant under 
Jerry Edwards. He returned to 
the Indians this year after coach­
ing and teaching at Mt.Pleasant 
Junior High School in Living­
stone, New Jersey.
DON COVELESI, JV COACH
A varsity performer for three 
years, Coveleski has been given 
the task of handling the Indians 
reserves this season. A graduate 
of Hillside High School (N.J.), 
the MSC senior is a keen student 
of the game. He is a physical 
education major.
PAUL SZEM, FBC
Returning to his alma mater 
last year as an assistant to Dave 
Watkins, Szem had an impress­
ive start as junior varsity coach. 
The 27-year-old coach, freshman 
tutor at Passaic Valley Regional 
High the previous year, guided 
the Montclair State jayvees to a 
22-3 record.
Tom La Metia
Bruce Riroc
Al Fudge
Paul Szem
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Letters to 
the Editor
ITS YOUR SGA PHEONIX REPERTORY 
AS A  STUDENTS’ THEATRE
Communications between the college and the surround- by Lois Rogers
Editor’s note: the following let- ing community have never been outstanding. The reasons One of the finest repertory companies in the world the 
ter was received by Lois Redd, tor this are too innumerable to discuss in this column. While APA-Phoenix, is now housed ‘in New York Citv’s charming 
Assistant Director of Students, visiting the University of Oklahoma this past November for old Lyceum Theatre
before Christmas. the Associated .Student Government Conference, I noticed The APA Company is unique among American Reper
Where the boys arc ,i lhe Ul?lver^ ty newspaper was distributed free of charge tory companies in that it offers its audiences the opportunity 
,„d the girl, aren'i the M.rroundmg area.
Republic of Viol Nam T ', 'hln« ,he” ”  - and myself approached Presi­
dent Richardson to discuss its 
feasibility. The agreement that 
resulted from this meeting was
Dear Sirs:
This method of reaching the 
j general public for (1) adver- 
: tisement for campus of af­
fairs; and (2) the building of a 
It has come to our attention cioaer relationship with the com- 
that your college may show in- munity has proven to be highly 
terest toward servicemen i n successful, not only at O.U. but 
Viet Nam. We have noticed the at many coiieges and universi­
morale of the men is so lo w  ties jn the n,ation. I have put 
that we decided we need some- forth a suggestion to the “ Mont- 
thing to i emedy this situation. I clarion” to consider the possi- 
We would like to requisition- bility of expanding its opera- 
top priority- about half y o u r  tions to include its distribution 
senior class, female type. T h e | jn the Montclair-Clifton-Verona- 
qualifications that prevail are: Cedar Grove area, perhaps be 
looks (any kind), figure ( a ny  ginning only in Montclair. The 
kind), personality (willing... t o  ^cost of this project would be re­
suffer from writer’s cramp). ! latively cheap, less than $10 for 
If you have any females that an additional 1,000 copies. As in 
fit these qualifications, we would other “ college towns” the news- 
appreciate it if you would please paper could be distributed
rtunity
to see some of the best known people in the theatre world 
such as Helen Hayes and Rosemary Harries along with new
and highly talented actors and -  --------------------
actresses who are just begin- and ^ e  
ning their careers. (,
ask them to apply for the job 
at Force Logistics Support Group 
“ A” Supply Company, FSA pla­
toon, FPO San Francisco, Cali­
fornia, 96602, in care of any of 
the following men: L Cpl Perry 
DeFiore, L Cpl Antonio Penic- 
aro, Cpl Clyde Stoffer, Cpl Ro­
bert E. Main, Cpl Oscar Kim­
brough, Cpl Robert M. Phillips, 
or Sgt John De Priest.
I thank you for partaking o f 
your precious time to read this 
very important letter. Would you 
please post this in your college 
on your main bulletin board.
Fighters by day, 
Fighters by night. 
Marines By Choice!
P.S. I hope you infer from 
our implication that we are re­
questing pen pals.
l u
barber shops, diners, hotel lob 
bys, and other places of busi­
ness that would benefit from 
this free distribution. Any move 
of this sort has public relations 
ramifications both good a n d  
bad. In order for a college to 
continue to grow and improve 
many aspects must be taken in­
to consideration before launch­
ing any new projects, especial­
ly those which deal with pub­
lic relations.... a sad fact o f
SGA Report
life! In this light, members of ; the meeting would drag on
t h e  Publications - Department
troup so well comple­
ments each other that never for 
The company itself, while per-1 a moment does the audience 
that we would lry something forming no “ new” plays does feel they are watching “ actors”
new. It is my sincere hope that have a forte which runs t h e  but lose themselves completely
next semester we will see some- gamut from Greek tragedy t o ! in the play, 
thing new work!.... We are now | Shakespeare to Pirandello. Each!
in the state of New Jersey, I performance is as highly pol-1 xt is veTy fitting that such a
please correct your watches and ished as the crown pewels of well-versed and inspiring corn-
set them back 96 years. : England. Every performer i s ; Pany considers the students af
Joseph Kloza ¡well-studied in his or her role this area to be people who must
and should be able to view as 
many performances as possible. 
The APA feels that they are a 
proving ground in American 
Theatre and they want to en­
courage young people to be as 
much a part of the audience as 
well as the older set of acclim­
ated theatre goers.
For this reason, the APA of­
fers discount tickets to college 
students at every matinee. I f 
you wish to see any matinee 
performance, the procedure for 
attaining this tickets is a very 
easy one. A half an hour before 
curtain-whioh is 2:00, present 
your SGA student card at t h e 
box office. For only $2. YCU 
will be given a balcony seat, 
which, because the Lyceum is 
small, almost to the point of in­
timacy, will afford you an ex­
cellent view of the stage.
by Stanley Gurski
Every academic year the undergraduates of Montclair 
State pay a student Activity fee of $46. What happens when 
this amount is multiplied by over 4,000 students?
The result is the treasury of the Student Government 
Association. These funds are in turn returned to the students 
through the various campus -organizations and activities. 
The watchdog and distributor of the monies is the Student 
Legislature which is elected by 
the student body.
Having attended meetings of 
the legislature, I was struck by 
the small number of spectators.
! (and
18 opposed, and 3 abstentions.
The Treasurer announced that 
the unappropriated surplus 
stood at $166.80.
Join the Intellectual Aristocracy 
becom e a true schizophrenic m anic- 
depressive be blackballed by the
A d m in istra tion -----join  GALUMPH.
Submissions to be put in GALUMPH 
submissions box  in the Publications 
o ffice .
A bill which would -have given 
the Class of 1969 $35 for Christ­
mas decorations was defeated 
16 opposed, and 2
Work-Study Program 
Provides Student Aid j held almost every Tuesday in 
by Ulrich Neuner |the auditorium of the College
The College Work-Study Program, established under the|High Sch° o1, ,a t,1 0 cl° ck’ 
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, provided many new and t>ome^  highlights o. recent 
educationally related student employment opportunities to meetlings include: 
students from families with low incomes. The Higher Edu- December 13 
cation Act of 1965 was expanded to include any student who Galumph requested additional 
demonstrates financial need. A  clear preference has been funds for a fourth issue. The 
retained, however, for those students from low income bill was defeated by 0 in favor, 
families, which are defined as 
follows: below $4,350 with 2 
children; below $4,950 with 3 
children; $5,550 with 4 children;
$6,150 with 5 children; $6,750 
with 6 children; etc. In de­
termining family income avail­
able for educational purposes, 
consideration is given to unusu­
al home problems, such as, ill­
ness, debts to prior employ­
ment, child care expenses, etc.
After preference for students 
from families with low incom­
es has been observed by the 
school, any student who has :e- 
lative financial need can be "on- 
sidered for the College Work- 
Study Program.
Students may work up to 151 
hours weekly while attending 
classes full time. During t h e 
summer vacation period when 
they do not have classes, stu­
dents may work full time (up 
to 30-40 hours per week) under 
this program. In general, t h e  
basic pay rate is $1.80 an hiur.
Students are paid bi-weekly.
To work under this program, 
a student must be enrolled and 
be in good standing, or be ac­
cepted for enrollment as a full­
time student, at a college which 
participated in the program.
The student’s eligibility depends 
(Continued on page 8)
I do mean drag on) 
soon discovered that most of 
j these people had a vested in- 
i terest in that day’s proceedings. I ? in favor,
| There is simply no substantial abstentions.
! interest in how the SGA spends j January 3 .. .. .......
! u^n4s- j Joe Kloza stated that the, __ ___
I h be khe purpose of this J possibility of raising the student j that is being given, the in­
i' column to stimulate interest in j activity fee will be considered j formation is available in t h e  
the activities of the S.G.A. In after budget requests for next Publication offfice in Life flail.
I this and future issues of the I year ,are submitted.
Monlclarion we will print high-j The name for the 27 hour 
lights of Legislative meetings,: Marathon was announced. It 
| and other SGA activities. For j t>e ,oaiiecj “ Much Ado About 
those interested in peirsonially j Something.”
! attending the meetings they are Bm Lang askec| f(jr he]p in
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
CALENDAR i 
— 1967—
30—Registration - Registration Assistants - 10:30 A M.
30—Registration— N ew Transfer and Readm itted Students—2:00 P.M. 
30 - Apr. 7—Student Teaching Period - 10-Week Program  
30 - Feb. 24— Student Teaching Period  - Junior - F ine Arts, 
and Industrial Arts _ , T
30 -  Feb. 24— Student Teaching P eriod (Seniors and Juniors - 
M usic) _  , ,
30 -  Mar. 10—Student Teaching P eriod (Seniors - Hom e Econom ics)
31 -  Feb. 1,2,3—Registration -  Freshm en, Sophom ore, and Junior 
Classes, and Senior Fine Arts, Industrial Arts, and Junior 
Hom e Econom ics
26— Evening D ivision Classes End 
28,30,31—Registration - Evening D ivision
4— Classes Begin -  Evening Division
6—Classes Begin .  undergraduate Division
10—Late Registration -  Undergraduate Division
17—Last Day fo r  Change o f Registration -  Undergraduate Division
27— Class Instruction P eriod -  Junior Fine Arts, Industrial Arts, 
and Senior M usic
1 - Mar. 28—Junior Student Teaching Program  - Hom e Econom ics 
13 -  17—Suggested P eriod  fo r  M id-Term  Exams - During 
Regular Class Hours
10— Campus C onference - Senior Student Teachers 
10—Final Date lo r  R em oval o f  Incom plete Grades -  Under­
graduate D ivision
13—Class Instruction Period  -  Senior Hom e Econom ics 
21—M id-Term  D eficiency Grades o f  “ D " and “ F -  Under­
graduate D ivision . , „  „  . .
23—"D orm itories Close - Spring Recess Begins at 10:30 P.M.
2— “ D orm itories Open 4:00 P.M.
3— Classes Resum e -  8:00 A.M.
6— Last Day fo r  W ithdrawal from  Courses W ithout an
A utom atic “ F " , ,
10— Class Instruction P eriod fo r  Seniors -  Returning from  10- 
W etk Student Teaching Period 
1 - 26— Student Teaching Period Junior -  Hom e Econom ics
5—  Registration -  Panzer Canu
19— A dvanced  Registration - Sum m er School - Undergraduate 
D ivision only
22 -  25—Senior l&xaminations
27—Last Day o f Classes -  Evening Division
26 -  June 3—Exam inations - A1 Casses Except Seniors -
Undergraduate D ivision 
30—M emorial D ay -  College Holidlay
4—  Baccalaureate
7— Com m encem ent
8— Close o f Spring Sem ester -  Undergraduate D ivision 
8— "D orm itories Close 7:00 P.M.
• D inner w ill not be served 
•• Contract Feeding Begins with Dinner 
D orm itories Rem ain Open B etw een Semesters 
The C ollege Reserves T he R ight T o M odify  This Calendar
mailing literature for the Mar­
gin for Excellence.
President Kloza cautioned the 
legislators to understand for 
what they were voting, as many 
bills sound confusing when read 
out of context. Speaker Bruce 
Greenwood said that he would 
reinstate the policy of explain­
ing all such bills before the 
vote was to be taken.
The author would like to 
thank Joseph Kloza, Bruce 
Greenwood, Ellen Estomin, and 
Bonnie Marranca for their aid 
and co-operation in making this 
column possible.
Each performance given b y 
this excellent company is an 
event to be seen. If you are in­
terested in the schedule of plays
Sullivan
Collection
Patronize
Our
Advertisers
(Continued from Page 1)
this collection, Mr. Conrad 
stresses its tremendous impor­
tance in the more advanced re­
search of graduate students. Mr. 
Dell shared his enthusiasm and. 
said that the Sullivan library 
was a “ very valuable and valid 
collection of modern poetry 
which affords great opportunity 
for study and research in the 
field.”
“ We are enormously indebted 
to Mr. Sullivan,” commented 
Dr. Bohn. “We can look forward 
to Montclair State College’s be­
coming a center for modern 
poetry study, provided that we 
have teachers and students who 
are sufficiently interested; and, 
fortunately, on this campus, for 
a number of years, we have al­
ways had a good number of 
students and faculty genuinely 
interested in poetry.”
ATTENTION COMMUTERS 
PROBLEMS?? COMPLAINTS?? SUGGESTIONS??
Submit them to the COMMUTER 
CHRONICLE in care of VOICE 
OF MONTCLAIR, Lobby of the 
Memorial Auditorium
BOOKSTORE HOURS 
College High Gym
Jan. 31-Feb 8 
Feb. 9
College Supply Store - L ife Hall
Feb. 6-Feb. 23
Both stores w ill be closed Feb. 10 - Feb. 11 
Regular chedule fo r  Supply Store resum es Feb. 24
8:30-5:00
8:30-4:00
8:30-7:19
XT d y e  u mu n i  1 L L A R 1 U M
EXAMINATIONS SCHEDULED JANUARY 1 4 - 2 7
Sat.. Jan. 14 8:30-10:10 
Course Section Instr. Room
Mon.. Jan. 16, 2:40-4:20 
Course Section Instr.
65*100 A.D.H Brow er (ri M-015 
1 proctor
B.C Seidm an (1) M-015 
1 p ioctor
E.L.O.R W orms C 316 
2 proctors
F.J.P.Q K rum acher (r) H-Aud 
1 proctor
G.K M Garland (r) M em Aud 
1 proctor
I.N G aribaldi S-101
S T.U.V Brown (r) MemAud 
1 proctor
9)1 200 A.B Quintana« rriM cm Aud 
4 proctors
5)6-200 A,B.C.D. Millard (1) M emAud 
3 proctors
E.F.G.H A llow ay (ctiM cm A ud 
2 proctors
92-200 A.B Appelbaum  (1 V-155 
1 proctor
C D E llenbopen E-015 
1 proctor
93-200 A B oucher S-102
B.C H inshalw ood H-008 
1 proctor
95-200 A.B.C Johnson C-304 
1 proctor
D.E H ourtoule C-304 
1 proctor
Sat.. Jan. 14. 10:20-12:00
Course Section Instr. Room
15-303 C.I.J.S Sheppard H Aud 
2 proctors
D.G C ordasco (r) V-155
l V 1 proctor
E.F,N.T C u ff M 015
4 2 proctors
H.L Fuchs (1) V-155
1 1 p iifd o r
K.U Danzig (r) M emAud
J 1 proctor
M.O M osier (1) M em Aud
94-101
20-100G
A A . BB, 
BF
AE.AD,
A FAG.BD.
BE
B.T
A B . AC 
AH
AJ.AM
BK
BM .BP
BQ
BR
A J. AP. 
AQ
AR.BL.
BN
A L .BO 
BS
B A . BC 
BG 
BH
AK.AN.
BI
A
B
F.K
G
H
I
J
Balfe (r) 
2 proctors
Bernstein 
4 proctors 
Belli proctor
A ppelbaum
Room
M em Aud
Mem Aud 
(rear)
E-015
C-226
Wed.. Jan. 18, 2:40-4:20 
Course Section Instr.
Stevens 
4 proctors
Riley
2 proctors 
Simon
1 proctor 
M acaluso
2 proctors 
Hauben
1 proctor
Young
Hanson
Gardner
1 proctor
M cGee
Paul
M iehelson
Buehrens
Tues.. Jan. 17. 8:30-10:10 
Course Section Instr.
(left)
M em Aud
M-015 I 
C-316 ; 
V-155
C 304
B-001 • 
B-003 : 
H-008
C-228 ; 
B-003 
B4)04 
B-002 ;;
Room
P.V
15-303 Q R.X 
W.Y 
Z
A A
1 p roctor
Gorm an (c) M emAud
1 proctor
Dick (r n  M em Aud
2 proctors
K enyon (rn  M em Aud 
1 proctor
40-300 B.D ^  Gaeng C 316 ;
____J6 1 proctor
H.J.K.L Shore V-155 j
2 proctors
I K necht C-139
28-391 A Clendenning F -llü  !
21-461B A C arraciolo A-001 ;
B Attansio A-002
21-461C A C arraciolo A 001
11-208 A Haas C-310
20-301 E Rudy C-144
20-408 A Dell C-350
42-201 A Lenel C-158
50-205 B Nettler V-161
50-453 A Lacatena V-258
28-333B B C lendenning F-116
24-445 C Schiebel D-005
24-101A
405A D W atkins C-106
60-206B B D 'A m ico M-013
10-103 D Rossetti C-328
Thurs., Jan. 19, 8:30-10:10
Course Section Instr. Room
10-303 B Rossetti C-314
20-104 A Dell C-144
20-419 C Radner C-161
21-103 C Leight A-001
21-456 A M cElroy A-004
28-313A A Stille F-116
42-200A A Lenel C-158
44-100A A Eiben H-003
50-302 C Gottschall F-104
80-406 A Ramsdell C-224
82-101 B W ilson V-258
93-201 A B oucher C-359
24-201A E L ockw ood F-225
24-202A
405C C Schiebel D-005
78-100F A Som m er P-004
24-200A C Coates D-001
21-100 C Sobolik A-002
60-310A c Priesing M-013
60-306 A Oneglia M-015
60-206A A Christmann M-019
60-101 D W aters M-011
Thurs., Jan. 19, 10 20-12:00
Course Section Instr. Room
Hamel
Gregg
C-226
C-226
Tues., Jan. 17, 10:20-12:00 
Course Section Instr.
A ll Sections
Room
Sat.. Jan. 14, 12:50-2:30 
Course Section
A
B . F.J
C. G
D . K
E. I.M 
H
L.Q.W
N . P
O. T 
R.U .V 
S
X.Y.Z.
A A
BB.CC
Instr.
B uchner 
Garland 
1 proctor 
Lutz
1 proctor 
Seidm an
1 proctor 
Hense
2 proctors 
B row er 
M ehorter
1 proctor 
G alfond 
1 proctor 
K rum acher 
1 proctor 
Hauer
1 proctor 
Floyd 
Ayers
2 proctors 
Brown
1 proctor
60-100 A Sacher F 104
B Oneglia F 105
Room C.F Christman 
1 proctor
C-316
B-001 D.G.N Wilt C-304
H -Aud
E
2 proctors 
Cooper F-106
H -Aud H.J.L Szabo 
2 proctors
V-155
E-015 I Shadel S-102
K.O Bate M-015
C-316
M
1 proctor 
Waters S-101
B-002 15-408 A Fantone C 139
M-015 24*493 A.B Calcia H -Aud
10-205 
20-161 
20-201 
20-262 
21-103 
21-108 
21-209 
21-471 
24-491 
26-403X 
44-307 
50-300 
50-311 
50-412 
63-300 
74-203A 
76-101 
83-402 
94-221 
24-110 
60-201 
24-200A 
26-204 
81-101 
82-202 
60-310A
B
A
C
A
B
B
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
B
A
B
B
A
A,B
D
Kahn
Rudy
Leavitt
M iehelson
Leigh t
M acConnell
Attansio
Sobolik
M cCreath
Guthrie
Eiben
Lacatena
M aletsky
Garfunkel
Rich
DeRosa
W acker
Schlakm an
Barker
Ross
Shadel
Coates
M uhkurjee
Kuhnen
G aw ley
Bate
Sat.. Jan. 14, 2:40-4:20 
Course Section Instr.
(r) M-015 !
E-015 j
C 304
C-304 
V-155
H-008
Room
80-100C A . C.F.I
K.M  O Ram sdell
B . D.È.H
J.L.N Kelland
M em Aud
proctor
Tues., Jan. 17, 12:50-2:30 
Course Section Instr.
A ll Sections
24-100
Thurs., Jan. 19, 12:50-2:30 
Course Section Instr.
Room 10-305
I 21-100
21-410
C
E
B
Haas
Leight
80 100A A.J
B. C
80-100A D.E.F 
H
80-1 GOB B
C. E.G
(1) M em Aud ; 
Hinshalwd M em Aud , 
8 proctors (center)
i 65-452
24-302
50-300
K ow alski C-226
Gerhardt C-228
A llen  E-015
1 proctor
Hamden C-144
K uhnen F-210
Arny (r) V-155
1 proctor
D Wells (1) V-155
F.H Kane (1) V-155
1 proctor
15-466 A Schantz C-163
50-310 A .B  G arfunkel C-304 I
1 proctor
C. E G ottschall C-316
1 proctor
D . F.G Scudieri M-015
1 proctor
UVIcrn.. Jan. 16. 8:30 10:10
Course Section Instr. Room
35-401 G.LL Salt C-316
1 proctor
H.J.N.P 
U Heiss
3 proctors 
K.Q.W Cordasco
1 proctor
I M.R Y Hass
1 proctor 
O.V.DD Bourgaize 
1 proctor 
S.T Rich
1 proctor 
X .A A  Jump
46 103 A .B  Gaeng Alcola
C.D Prieto
E. F.G deValera
H G uernelli
50-307 A .B  C lifford
C Baragona
1 p io cto r
A.K.L.N Jones 0  316 ! 42-402 A Lenel
2 proctors 44-402 A K ibbe
B.C,D.G 50-302 H Speed
H Barnet V-155 50-407 B N ettler
2 proctors ; 74-203A B DeRosa
F Schiebel D-004 ! 76-101 B Paskert
I Smith F-104 : 81-103 A Kane
J.E Coates E-015i 82-101 E Zabady
1 proctor 82-405 C B ecker
M deLeeuw C-106 ! 82-411 A Garik
O Ross F-105 194-112 A Keenan
P M cCreath F-106 i 95-454 A Fincher
B B row er C 163 : 24-201A C L ockw ood
C M erhorter C -161124-300A C Kohls
B Calcia F-219 83-308 A Allen
A.B.C Leef C-304 j 78-2000 A Jensen
1 proctor 71-101 A Coder
E,G,J Carroll M-015 60-310A B Priesing
1 proctor 60-101 C M orse
C-323
C-224
C-226
C-350
A-001
A-002
F-104
A-004
B-001
F-105
C-144
V-258
V-154
F-106
B-002
C-158
P-005
V-161
C-228
D-009
M-011
D-OOt
F-112
F-210
F-204
M-013
Room
C-323
A-001
A-002
C-144
C-15S
V-1G3
F-104
P-00.=
C-161
F-10;1
V-258
V-154
F -ioe  
C-224 
C-226 
F-225 
F-222 
F -201 
P-003 
P-004 
M-013 
M-011
Tues., Jan. 17, 2:40 4:20 
Course Section Instr.
A ll Sections
20-105
M-015 
(r) H-Aud 
(r) H-Aud 
E-015 
C-304
C-304
C-139
C-144
C-161
C-158
V-155
V-155
20-107
65-453
A . L
B. CC
C. K.R.S
D. P
E. U
F. FF
H. MI. 0
J. V 
N.T
Q
W.HH
X
Y. DD
Z . GG 
G
A A . BB
EE,MM
II.LL 
JJ.KK
A.B
C D
E.F
A
Feierabend
G rieco
1 proctor 
Hanson
2 proctors 
MtHGee 
Alm quist 
Lovasco 
Leavitt 
Paul 
Young 
Roberts
1 proctor
Barrett
B ecker
G reenberg
Buerrens
Rudy. 1 proc
Rich
Gardner
M iehelson
1 proctor
Adam s
Vida
1 proctor
P ettegrove
Radner
1 proctor
Earley
Gorm an
tor
Room
H-007 
C 139
C-316
C-226 
C-224 
C-161 
C-228 
C 302 
C 323 
E-015
H-011 
S-101 
C-144 
H-008 
C-304 
C 310 
C-304 
M-015
M-015
M-015
V-155
V-155
V 155 
B-001
Won., Jan. IS, 10:20-12:00
C ourse Section
35-303 
304 X
J 5-304X B
A B
50 102
10-101
A
C
D
A
B.C
I)
B.C.D
Instr.
W alter
M osier
M osier
1 proctor
Hense
Danzig
Fuchs
Stewart
Room
C-316
C-316
E-015 
E 015 
E-015 
V 163 !
Wed., Jan. 18, 8:30 10:10 
Course Section Instr.
10-103 A M irchin
40-300 C.E.F.G Shore
2 proctors
26-407 A Guthrie
50-101 A .B  M erfeld
J proctor
Wed., Jan. 18, 10:20-12:00 
Course Section Instr.
Room
C-328
V-155
F-105
C-316
Dem etropoulos V-155 
1 proctor
Mon., Jan. 16, 
Course Section
A ll Sections
73-100
Baragona 
Petrel lo 
1 proctor
12:50-2:30
Instr.
V -li
C-304
10-303
20-402
20-419
46-100A
21 100
60-208B
10-103
C
D
D
A
D
A
C
Wed., Jan. 18, 12: 
1 Course Section
Room
35-464
¿5-430
A.B.F Foster 
2 proctors
C-316
C.H Watkins 
1 proctor
C-304
D.G.I J Horn
2 proctors
V-155
E.K Schleede 
JB L  1 proctor
E-015
A Schantz C 163A Floyd C-144
20-303
20-401
21 100
21 104
44-305
50-414
50-407
72-101
78-l(M)C
10-403
Î6-204
*0 105A
10-205A
0-103
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
Rossetti
Locasoo
Buehrens
Arnau
Attansio
D ’A m ico
Juster
50-2:30
Instr.
Hanson
Rich
Moll
K aufm ann
Book
Westphal
W illiams
Venezia
Tnigiu
G ibson
M uhkurjee
Waters
Szabo
M irehin
Room
C-314
F-106
F-104
C-144
A-001
M-013
C-328
Room
C-144
C-158A-001
A-002
H-003
F-104
F-105
P-005
C-161
S-102
F-112
M -013
M-019
C-328
Fincher
(Continued from page 2)
graphic information a great dea 
i been utilized. The main empha 
; sis is placed on contemporarj 
politics. To aid the student ir 
studying a list of recommendec 
books and discussion questions 
are provided at the end of ev­
ery chapter, and notes citing 
sources and indicating refer­
ences are included at the end 
of the book. The Constitution ol 
the United States is printed as 
an appendix.
Doctor Ernest B. Fincher the 
author has been a Professor ol 
political science at MSC for the 
past nineteen years. Fr. Finch­
er received his MA from Col­
umbia University and his PhD. 
from New York University. Be­
fore coming to MSC in 1948 he 
was on the staff of the Colum­
bia University Press, to which 
he has contributed and a tea­
cher in Westwood High School.
He has written several other 
books, among them American 
Government Today, a second­
ary text; and Puerto Rico: Un­
solved Problem, and the Presi­
dent of the United Stales, both 
are for the general reader.
At MSC he teaches “ American 
Government” , part of the “ Con­
temporary American L i f e ” 
course, and a graduate course, 
“ The President and Congress,” 
a study of the relations between 
the Chief Executive and Con­
gress.
Thurs., Jan. 19. 2:40-4:20
Course Section Instr, Room
10-205 c Juster C-323
20-161 B Dell C-14420-311 A Rich C-350
21-104 B Attansio A-001
21-469 A Scholl A-00228-333B A Olsen F-11641-100A A M axwell C-158
41-200A A Dalton C-16141-405 A Sergent C-163
44-401 A B ock C-13950-105 B Lacatena V-258
50-308 F Speed F-10450-300 B Hill V-26250-413 A M aletsky F-10576-102 B Taigia C-22694-102 A A llow ay C-31094-112 A M acaluso C-224
95-455 A Cohen C-228
24-201A D L ockw ood F-22575-311 A.B Paskert P-001
78-200G B Jensen P-003
71-407 A C oder P-004
24-101 A / 
405 C W atkins C-106
26-204 E M uhkurjee F-112
60-201 B Priesing M-001
60-401 A Waters M-011
Fri., Jan. 20. 8:30-10:10
Course Section Instr. Room
10-303 A Kahn C-314
10-305 A W illing C-32320-121 B Barrett C-310
20-402 E Lovasco C-224
26-302 A Balderston F-104
50-308 A Maletsky V-154
50-312 A W illiams F-105
63-100 A Young C-226
77-100E A Savering P-005
82-101 D B ecker F-106
93-304 A H inshalw ood C-13924-201A B L ockw ood F-225
30-200 A Gibson S-102
21-100 B G reenberg A-002
24-412 A Kohls F-222
00-101 B Morse M-011
60-205A C Szabo M-019
60-210A B Hayton M-013
60-409 A Priesing M-001
Fri., Jan . 20, 10:20-12:00
Course Section ln*tr. Room
10-203 C W illing C-328
20-322 B Gardner C-310
20-441 B Dell C-163
21-106 E G reenberg A-002
50-320 H D em etropoulos V-154
21-461B C Attansio A-001
D Murray A-004
74-203C B Ferris P-005
60-429 A Sacher M-011
26-404 A Hatzenbuhler F-106
60-306 B Oneglia M-019
Fri.. Jan. 20. 12:50-2:30
Course Section Instr. Room
10-305 B Haas C-323
10-401A A Nanassy C-322
20-303 C Dell C-139
21-108 A M acConnell A-001
21-461A A Scholl A-002
B C arraciolo A-004
24-490 A Smith C-158
26-302 B Balderston F-104
26-310 A Ruslink F-105
50-302 B A nderson V-163
50-417 A Nettler F-106
74-309 B Lee L ucenko P-005
80-418 A Garik V-260
81-412 A Kuhnen V-154
92-401 A Kronish C-224
93-411 A H inshalw ood C-35994-211 A Keenan C-310
76-411 A Schm idt C-144
78-100E A Crossman P-003
24-445 A Ross D-004
(Continued on Page 7)
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Here's 25<p 
to help get you 
through
mid-year exams
(When you can’t afford to be dull)
Twenty-five cents is 
what you get back on 
the purchase of any size 
package of NoDoz Keep 
Alert Tablets or new 
Chewable Mints. Safe as 
coffee, NoDoz helps 
restore your mental 
vitality at a time when 
you really can’t afford 
to be dull.
NoDoz won’t make you 
a genius. But it will help 
bring you back to your
When you can’t afford to be 
dull, sharpen your wits with 
NoDoz  . .  . mail us the front 
from any size NoDoz 
package and we’ll return 
25i  to you.
mental best. .. it will 
aid your concentration 
and intellectual effort 
through hours of 
studying.
So go ahead,sharpen 
your wits with NoDoz. 
Help restore your mental 
vitality, pass your 
exams, then mail us the 
front panel or label from 
any size package of 
NoDoz* with this coupon. 
And we’ll mail you a 
quarter (25gi) in return.
(A little extra cash for your 
post-exams party)
Tablets or new Chewable Mints
But hurry, offer ends Feb. 28. No refunds after March 7. 1967. Mail coupon today1.
Bristol-Myers/Grove Division, P.O. Box 4808, Clinton, Iowa 52732
-Enclosed Is (check one): □  Wrapper from NoDoz Mints, or □  Front 
panel from package of 15 or 36 NoDoz Tablets, or n  Front label 
from bottle of 60 NoDoz Tablets.
Please return 25 cents (one quarter) to;
Name____ __________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________
City______________________—---- ----------- State____Zip Code-
Offer void without this coupon.UMUl Vu u nitffu i LUUffUfI
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EXAMINA TJON SCHEDULE
(Continued from page 6)
Fri.. Jan. 20. 2:40-4:20 28-101 A.B Frankson
Course Section Instr. Room 1 p roe tu r
41-402 A.C Szklarezyk10-101 A W illing C-322 13 Sergent irt
10-205 A Na missy C-323 73-401 A.B.C Paskert
20-303 B Feierabend C-224 1 proetor
20-401 B Bohn C-226 81-212 A.B.F. W ells M
20-119 A B ecker C-228 1 proctor
21-103 A Carraeiolo A-001 C.D Shatin (rr
2 1 -n o A Scholl A-( 02
26-402 A,B Ruslink F-104
50-205 A Net tier V-163 Mon.. Jan. 23, 2:40-4:20
50-302 A Anderson V-262 Course Section Instr.
74-203C A Ferris P-005
78-100C B Taigia C-144 10-101 B Freem an21-201A A L ock Wood F-225 i ft-43IX A Froelich
30-404 \ G ibson Sr 102 11-417 A W illing
60-105A B W aters M-013 20-201 D Alniqinst60-208 A Zerbe M-015 20-401 D Becker
60-209 A M oore M-019 20-402 C Vida60-320 A Morse M-011 21-456 B M cElroy
41-306 A Stnndring
Sat.. Jani. 21. 8:30-10:10 50-415 A Lacatena
Course Section Instr. Room 73-108 A Coder73-203A A DeRosa
11-456 A Hecht C-310 75-203A B Taigia
21-107 C Sobolik A-004 77-100E B Savering
28-333B A Cien denning F-116 95-402 A Johnson
46-307 A Rivera-Rivera C-350 21-106 D G reenberg
50-300 I Lacatena F-104 60-105A C Waters
73-411 A Paskert C-139 60-201 c Wilt
76-413 B D esiderioscioli C-161 60-209 B M oore
82-405 A Zabady V-258
E-015
M emAud
Room
C-323 
C-322 
C-310 
C-13'J 
C-144 
C-158 
A -004 
C-161 
F-104 
C-163 
P-005 
C-224 
C-226 
C-228 
A -002 
M -on  
M-011 
M-019
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
The new executive B' ucl of 
Alpha Phi Omega was installed 
at a ceremony last Tuesday. The 
new Executive Board is n o w 
composed of President, Roger 
Benedict; First Vice President, 
Mike Fitzpatrick; Second Vice 
President, Bob Saul; Treasurer, 
Frank Suberati; Recording Sec­
retary, Frank Suberati; Corres­
ponding Secretary, Bill McClus- 
key: Historian, Stanley J. Gur- 
ski, and Alumni Secretary, Bill 
McClubkey.
Also inducted as brothers 
were Bill Lang. Bob Diiy, Bob 
Grace. andMartin Smith.
Sat., Jan. 21, 10:20-12:00
Course Section
11-454
20- 303
21 -  100
21-107- 
20-406 
40^410A 
50-105 
77-200C 
81-201 
93-203 
24-202A 
4U5C 
60-338
A
D
F
CB
A
A
A
B
B
A
Instr.
Hecht 
B uchrens 
M acConnell 
G reenberg 
M cElroy 
W oodru fl- 
Eiben 
Scudieri
Room
C-36’1 
C-144 
A -001 A-002 
A -004 
F-104 
C-158 
V-161
Tues. Jan. 24. 8:30-10:10 
Course Section Instr.
F erris/L ucen ko P-UU5
M cD owell
Kelland
Martens
Sacher
V-154
C-359
D-O05M-015
26-401B 
46-101
46-200A
81-411
83-101
92-201
A.B
C.D
A.B
C.D
E.F
G.H
A.B
A . B
B. C
A.C
Earley1 proctor
Hatzenbuhler
A lcala
Prieto
deValera
Gucrnelli
A rnau
Koditschek
Schlakm an1 proctor
Appelbaum
Room
C-139
F-106
C-161
C-163
C-224
C-144
C-158
V-154
V-155
C-226
Beta Epsilon Tau
The fraternity had a success­
ful New Year’s Eve party.
Wed., Jan. 25, 2:40-4:20
Tucs., Jan. 24, 10:20-12:00
Sat., Jan. 21. 12:50-2:30 
Course Section Instr.
Course Section
Room
50-103 
50-320 
74-309 
99-301 
24-101A 
4Ö5A I
60-201 
60-301A 
60-320
Carroll
D em etropoulos 
Lee L ucenko 
Bye
Watkins 
Szabo 
Sacher 
Hayton 
Morse
V-161
V-154
P-005
C-226
C-106
M-019
M-015
M-013
M-011
21-204
26-403
26-403A
16-201
82-105
A.B
A
A
A.B
C
D
A.B.D
C.E 
A.B.C
Instr.
Moll
Guthrie
Guthrie
Rivera-Rivera
deValern
Guerrtelli
Pink1 proctor 
Vilson 
larke»* 
nroctor
Room
S-101
F-104
F-104
C-316
C-316
C-316
V-155
V-155
C-304
Sat.. Jan. 21. 2:40-4:20 
Course Section Instr.
Tues., Jan. 24. 12:50-2:30
10-203 
21-106 
28-333A 
50-103 
50-320
77-200C 
81-201 
83-101 
24-202A 
405C 
24-101 A /  
405A 
24-110 
ÎO-210A
A
A
A
A
A
GI
A
A
A
Room
Petrello C-328
Balia re A-001
Ross F-116
Scudieri V-161
Westphal F-104
D iffley  F-105
Carrol] F-106
F erris/L ucenko P-0O5
Course Section
21-208 
28-313B 
46-301
76-301
83-402
94-212
A.B
A. B 
A
B. C 
A.B
A B.C
A.B
Instr.
Kauffm an 
Clendenning 
Prieto.
Alcala 
Redd,
Minor 1 proctor 
B eckw ilh
Room
A -004 
S-101 
C-316 
C-316 
1 proctor C-304 
V-155
M cDowell
Hamden
Kohls
Watkins
Ross
Hayton
V-260
V-154
F-219
C-106
D-O09
M-013
Tues.. Jan. 24, 2:40-4:20
Course Section
Mon.. Jan. 23. 8:30-10:10 
Course Section Instr.
21-417
28-121
46-401
77-100C
82-405
10- 203
11- 452 
20-151 
20-251
20- 44121-  106 
21-107 
50-103 
50-320 
81-201 
96-407 
24-200A B0-105A 
30-208
B
A
C
B-
A
B
A
B
E
B
A
A
D
B
Petrello
Hecht
Lovasco
Hanson
Rudy
Ballare
M cElroy
Scudieri
Anderson
M cDowell
Millard
Coates
W ilkes
Zerbe
Wed., Jan.
Room 93-302
C-328
C-310
C-144
C-158
C-161
A-001
A-004
V-161
V-163
V-154
C-224
D-001
M-013
M-015
A.B.C 
A.B.C
A.B
A . B
B. D.E
A.B
Instr.
Ballare 
UeOld 1 proctor 
Susi
Lee Lucenko 
Flynn 1 proctor 
Boucher 1 proctor
Mon.. Jan. 23, 10:20-12:00
Course
20- 301
21- 462 
26-203 
28 -323A 
42-100A
78-200C
89-401
92-201
25, 8:30-10:10
Instr.Section
A.B
A.B
A.B
A.B
A . D
B. C 
A.B
A . B.C
B. D
Pettegrove1 proctor
Moll
Hall
DcOld
M axwell
S o fle r
Venezia
Filas1 proctor
Ellenbogen
Course Section
10-401
10-401A
20-312
20-401
20-419
24-451
40-301
46-301
50-480
81-210
94-214
24-110
24-445
0-21 OA 1
60-210A
A
B
A
C
B
A
A
A
B
A
A
C
B
Instr.
Freem an
Froelich
M ichelson
Barrett
Reaske
Jones
Eiben
R ivera-Rivera
Westphal
K oditschek
Johnson
Ross
Schiebel
Hayton
Cooper
Room
C-323 
C-322 
C-144 
C-158 
C-161 
F-104 
C-139 
C-163 
F-105 
V-154 
C-226 
D-009 
D-Ö05 
M-013 M-.011
Wed., Jan. 25. 10:20-12:00 
Course Section Instr.
20-151
26-102
41-301
76-102
A.B
A.B.C 
A,C.D 
B
A.C
A.B
Leavitt 1 proctor 
Hudson 
R oederer 
K libbe 
Schleede 1 proctor 
Horn 1 proctor
Wed., Jan. 25. 12:50-2:30 
Course Section Instr.
20-201
24-420A
A.B 
B A.B
Paul
1 proctor 
deLeeuw
C-226
M-015
V-155
C-161
C-139
C-316
C-304
C-316
F-104
F-106
F-105
C-304
C-304
P-001
V-155
C-226
F-104
C-316
C-316
C-304
V-155
C-316
C-106
Course Section Instr. Room 26-108 A.B.C.D Kelley 1 proctor V-155
10-201 A Freeman C-316 28-242 A.B.C Svverdlow E-015
B.C Haas C-316 1 proetor
D Petrello C-316 41-310 A.B Szklarezyk C-161
20-301 C.D Feierabend C-139 50-202 A.B Stewart M-0151 proetor C Williams M-015
24-115A A.B Kohls C-304 81-402 A B.C Daniels H -Aud1 proetor r 1 proctor c-qo426-202 A.B.C.D Sehactman 94-111 A.B.C.D R oyer
E 1 proetor V-155 2 proctors
Phone 774-4510
Robin Hood Inn
A NAME THAT HAS MEANT 
FINE FOOD. UNIQUE HOSPITALITY AND 
CHARMING SURROUNDINGS FOR OVER
FIFTY YEARS
1129 Valley Road
Clifton New Jersey
The fraternity would like t o 
congratulate the following bro­
ther.- who announced at the party 
that they were pinned:
1 Hank Shaw ’93, to Rosanne 
Butler Delta Sigma Chi ’68.
Tom Gannon "68, to Irena Sulli­
van of College of St. Elizabeth.
John Fredricks ’68, to Gail 
Doval ’68.
To Cushane ’63. to Pat Kur- 
zawa Kappa Rho Upsilon ’68.
The brothers extend a special 
congratulations to Bud Betz who
Naek. Delta Omicron
Psi Chi t o>
Psi Chi t o  
Delta Orni*
announced his entagement 
Chéri Golembiewski.
t o
Course Section Instr. Room
: 10-405 A.B.C Uzzolino C-316
26-101 A.B.C.D
1 proctor 
Balderston M-015
: 41-201 A.B
2 proctors 
K libbe C-304i C.D Sergent C-304
50-301 A.B Speed F-104
C Stewart F-105
1 82-103 A.C Place k (rt) V-155
B.D Paisley lift) V-1551 proctor
Thurs., Jan. 2S, 8:30-10:10
Course Section Instr. Room
20-419 E.F Vida C-144
24-102 A B.C Chapman F-223
26-306 A.B R ii'link F-104
28-232 A.B.C Ross M-015
44-203 A.B
1 proctor 
Bock H-011
46-402 A Gaerig C-161
B A rnau C-161
76-202 A.B W acker C-316
83-101 D.E.F.G
1 proctor 
Hodson V-155
Thurs.,
1 proctor 
Jan. 26, 10:20-12:00
Course Section Instr. Room
20-303 E.F Roberts C-161
21-473 A.B Carraeiolo A-004
26-204 C.D W oodruff F-104
28-111 A.B,C Goodall M-015
42-101 A
1 proctor 
M axwell C-163
B Le nel C-163
76-413 A.C Venezia C-304
81-209 A.B.C
1 proctor 
W oodworth V-155
95-301 A.B.C
1 proctor 
Fincher C-3161 proetor
I
Thurs., Jan. 26, 12:50-2:30
Course Section Instr. Room
20-151 D.E Hanson C-316 ,
24-301A 
405E A.B.C.D
E
1 proctor 
Hall M-015
26-105 A.B
1 p roctor 
Hudson F-104
28-251 A.B.C Saunders V-155
41-303 A
1 proctor 
Sergent C-161
B Szklarezyk C-161
90-401 A.B.D M oore C-304
Thurs.,
1 proetor 
Jail. 26, 2:40-4:20
Course Section Instr. Room
20-402 A.B Radner C-161
i 24-102A A.D Chapman F-223
26-301 A.B.C Silver M-015
28-115 A.B.C G oodall V-155
44-101 A.B
1 proctor 
K ibbe H-004
* 76-405 A.B Schleede C-304
C Savering C-304
; 94-103 A.B Hauben C-316
: Fri.. Jan. 27, 8:30-10:10
Course Section Instr. Room
' 20-251 A.C M cGee C-226
24-300A A.B Smith F-104
26-201 A.B Kelley F-10528-261 A.B.C Olsen V-155
: 11-401 A.B.C
1 proetor 
Knecrt C-316
i 50-211 A.B W illiams S-10181-201 E.G Shatin F-106
i 94-104 A.B Simon C-304
Fri., Jan. 27. 10:20-12:00
Course Section Instr. Room
10-301 A.B.C Froelich C-316
24-302 A.C
1 proctor 
Geiss D-009
28-301 A.B
1 proctor 
Frankson M-015 j
76-409 A.B.C
1 proctor 
Watkins C-304 !
82-101 A.C
1 proetor 
Garik V-155
DALPHAC
Congratulations to the newly 
elected officers for 1967: Presi­
dent Paulette Pulichino: Vice- 
President, Janet Bellomo; Trea­
surer, Anita Brodka; Recording 
Secretary, Lois Puzino: Corres­
ponding Secretary, Phyllis Cer- 
nero; Historian, Linda Lloyd; 
Alumni Secretary, Terri West; 
Pledge Mistress, Barbara Flen- 
ner.
The sisters of Dalphac would 
like to thank the past officers 
for niaking 1966 a year that sor­
ority can be proud of.
Belated congratulations to our 
new Sisters: Joan Arnold, Joan 
Bacenas, Janet Bocchino, Mar­
ia DeOlivera, Pam Gilmqre, 
Jeanette Ktemens, B a r b a r a  
Mark. Maureen O'Brien, Irene 
Metzger, Kathy Murphy, Rose­
mary O’Connell, Karol Serchio, 
Put Shockner, Donna Simons, 
Geri Snyder, Jane Wyskiel.
Friday, January 13, Dalphac 
will be cheerleaders and Go-Go 
Gills for Agora’s Annual facul­
ty basketball game and Queen 
of Hearts Dance. Dalphac 
wishes their brothers good luck 
in the game.
Lo;
: Pi-
Steve Hunter, ‘69,
I Claire Battistas, '69.
Jim Downing. ‘68,
Maureen Ross. ‘68, 
cron Pi.
New officers elected: Presi­
dent, Mike Orfe; Vice-Presi­
dent, Jeff Hayworth; Treasur­
er, Drew Stevens; Recording 
Secretary, Bill Flynn; Corres- 
esponding Secretary, Dave Van- 
do Vrede; I.F.C. Representative, 
G e o r g e  Chwastyk; Historian, 
| Jim Downing.
I NEWS
Psi Chi Sock Hop, Feb.
23, 1967. After the Newark Bas- 
, ketball Game.
Sigma Delta Phi
The women of Sigma Delta 
Phi would like lo formally wel­
come their new sisters: Cathy 
Lupi, Andrea Johnston, Louisa 
Carich, Bonnie Potter, Diane De 
Geiso. Maryanne Autorino, 
Linda Festa, Nancy Lowe, and 
Michele Cuoco.
Congratulations t o Sigma’s 
new officers: President, Diane 
Sheehan; Vice-President, Sandi 
“ Stretch" Rygiel; Treasurer, 
Christie Hanfman; Recording 
Secretary, Sue Adams; Corre­
sponding Secretary, Andrea Key- 
bida; Historian. Sue “ Pook” 
Pribula; Alumni Secretary. Lin­
da Verci; Social Chairman, Mar­
ti Sender; and S.G.A. Repre­
sentative, Suzi Walsh.
The women of Sigma Delta 
Phi will present the award win­
ning movie, “ The Knack; and 
how to get it”  on Jan. 20, 
1967 at 8:00 p.m. in Memorial 
Auditorium. Adults Only!!!
DELTA OMICRON PI
On December 14, Pi held its 
annual Spaghetti Dinner. The 
co-chairmen were Heather Mac­
Millan and Peggy Oliver. The 
festivities included the initiation 
of the Fall Pledge and the in­
stallation of new officers.
Our new sisters are: Joyce 
Collier, Barbara Evans, Lynn 
Goodman. Marie Grasso, Vici 
Hasenpusch, Jo Ellen Green­
berg, Davy Larson, Nancy Ma­
her, Terry Mathis, Kathy Mar- 
torelli, Ann McKim, Jean 
lor, Robyn Shand. June 
liams, Lorrie Williamson.
The new officers for the 
1967 are: President, Inez Bonar- 
di; Vice-President. Minnie Har- 
ker: Treasurer. Diane Wendt; 
Corresponding Secretary, Trish 
Geiger; Recording Secretary, 
Lorraine Strollo; Alumni Secre­
tary, Nancy Cha lies wort h ; His­
torian, Donna Smith; Social 
Chairman, Diane Burcher; At­
tendance Chairman, Diane Pom- 
bo; Sergeant at Arms, Pat 
Rork; I.S.C. Representative , 
Judy Starred.
Tay-
Wil-
year
TAU SIGMA DELTA.
Tau Sigma Delta is happy to- 
announce the election of their 
new officers. They are; Bob 
Muchler, Chancellor; Tony Ca­
hill. Vice-Chancellor; Greg De 
Cinque, Recording Secretary ; 
Wink I-Iower, Corresponding: 
Secretary; Rich Mancini, Trea­
surer; Ray Chapman, Parlia­
mentarian-Historian; Joe Swit- 
ros, Sergeant at Arms.
The men of Tau Sigma Delta 
are also very happy to announce 
that 1966 was the most success­
ful year in the fraternity’s his-* 
tory. Tau placed first in Pi’s 
Follies for originality and had 
the best Food Booth in the 
Carnival. We placed tenth in 
Homecoming and won first 
place in Greek Sing. Congratu­
lations to the Tau of 1966 and 
the best of luck to the Tau o f  
1967.
Pinned:
Pete Eonio ’68 Tau Sigma 
Delta to Nancy Kranslin, 
’ 68.
Engaged:
Rich Klein, '68, Tau Sig­
ma Delta to Sandy Coff­
man, ’69.
Fri.. Jan. 27, 12:50-2:30 
Course Section
10-304
401C
24-460A
41-101
81-201
A.B.C
B A,B 
A.C 
B
D.F
E
G
A.C
B
D.F.H
Instr.
Rossetti1 p roctor
Martens
Softer
K libbe
Standring
Szklarezyk
Dalton
Gottsehail
Haragona
Asterita1 proctor
C-310 j
F-219 
M-015 
M-015 
M-015 ! 
M-015 i 
M-015 I 
C-304 
C-304 
V-155
Pinned:
Kathy
Brown
State).
Engaged:
Nancy
Bruno, ’68, to 
(Sigma Chi,
Dick
Ohio
' 68 ,Charlesworth 
to Doug Kell (Drexcl), 
Betsy Carey, ’68, to Ro­
bert Lesser (U. S. Army),
DELTA SIGMA CHI
The women of Delta Sigma 
Chi welcome their new sisters 
I for the Fall, 1966, semester: 
Pat A1 toon ¡an, Barbara Bajza, 
Joan Barret. Joan Beyea, Janet 
; Borino, Holly Halvorson, Linda 
[ Hansen, JoAnne Hartman, Me­
lanie Havryluk, Meta Hoge, Jo 
Anne Sliello, Rosemary Gonos,
Linda Weider, 67, to Louis j Greenberg, Fran Raviele,
Calderone 
Pi).
(Phi Lambda
Fri.. Jan. 27, 2:40-4:20 
Course Section Instr.
50-401 A Sobel
B M arfeld
C Hill
79- lOOG A.B.C Jensen2 proctors
80- 422 A.B.C.D K ow alski
l proctor
95-302 A .B  H ourtoule
Room
M-015
M-015
C-304
V-155
C-226
m PSI CHI
Engaged
i Drew Stevens, '68, Psi Chi 
Joyce Luke, Albany State, 
pinned
Ken Smith, ’69, Psi Chi 
Anne Mamarata.
Tom Ackers, ’69, Psi Chi
to
‘68
l o
i
t o I
: and our sister from Chico State, 
| Pam Lawlor.
Congratulations to our new 
[officers: President, Diane Bo- 
nanno; Vice President, Marilyn 
Morey; Recording Secretary , 
| Rosanne Butler; Corresponding 
Secretary, Liz Hilduseh; Trea- 
i surer, Carol Schwartz; Pal lia-I
(Continued on page 8)
Chevelle Malibu Sport Coupe with new standard safety features
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‘Hello Dolly) Long Running Hit 
Offers Many Joys to Students
by Bonnie Marranca
There is no reason to wonder why Hello. Dolly! has run 
over 1300 performances— if you’ve seen the show. An excel-1 
.lent cast, sparkling dance spots, dazzling scenery and excit­
ing tunes complement one another to effect a thrilling en­
tertainment piece.
Hello, Dolly!, a David Merrick production, is directed 
and choreographed by Gower Champion. A  winding ramp
set beyond the orchestra pit is -
used for asides by Dolly and 
for the extravagant ‘ ‘Hello, 
Dolly” dance scene. Situated 
only five feet from the first row 
seats, the ramp provides close 
contact and identification with 
the audience.
Gower Champion’s sets add
the show. Miss Rodgers adds 
spark to the role, playing the 
character as a conniving but 
good-hearted woman. Her dan­
cing is just as graceful and 
professional as it was thirty 
years ago. Dolly spends most of 
her time planning to marry
luster to the already excellent Horace Vangergelder who is
busy dating the women thatdancing. The “Waiters’ Gallop” 
is one of the best dance numbers 
to be ,^t*een on Broadway. Re­
freshing lyrics set to music by 
Jerry Herman, though at times 
sounding like his score from 
Mama, stand out brightly, par­
ticularly in “ Fut On Your Sun- j 
day Clothes” and “ Hello, Dolly” ! gelder
Dolly has found for him. As it 
turns out, Horace doesn’t rea­
lize that he loves Dolly until 
the last scene of the show.
David Burns as the crotchety 
| old millionaire Horace Vander- 
is a wonderfully funny 
man. His comic routines, per- 
Ginger Rodgers is Dolly, hav-. fectly timed, are reminiscent of 
ing taken the place of Carol ; Vaudeville days. The costumes 
Chaninng who originally opened! he wears are typical of his
L O U V I S  C H A R - B R O I L
Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner 
Monday to Saturday 
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
613 Valley Road 
Upper Montclair
PI 4-9559 — 746-0911 
Orders to take out
character, portraying a hoarse­
voiced man whose bark is more 
than his bite.
Will Mackenzie as Corneluis 
and John Mineo as Barnaby 
play two Yonkers boys who 
leave their jobs to find excite­
ment in the big city. They work 
well together and add zest to 
the otherwise sketchy plot.
The whole cast of Hello, Dol­
ly, complement each other; no 
one tries to Steal scenes or be 
particularly cute, as sometimes 
happens. Costumes, dancers and 
music are delightful, all adding 
color and sparkle to the show.
Hello, Dolly provides a thril­
ling and entertaining experience 
for the theatre goers. At the 
rate that Hello, Dolly is playing 
it is true that “Dolly may never 
go away.” Don’t wait to find 
out — I heartily recommend the 
show to you.
Women ’s Recreation Ass n 
Completes Fall Calendar
January 13. >%7
Work-Study
(Continued from page 5)
upon his need for employment 
to defray college expenses, with
preference given to low-income 
families. Candidates in “ aca­
demic good standing” are de­
fined as those eligible to con­
tinue to attend the college i n 
which they are enrolled.
Please feel free to see Mr. 
Neuner if you wish to be con­
sidered for employment under 
the Work-Study Program.
The WRA has successfully 
completed their fall sports cal­
endar and has hopefully em­
barked on an equally success­
ful winter program. Our volley­
ball club participated in three 
intercollegiate playdays and 
brought back such victories as 
the one at Paterson where they 
accumulated 6 wins and 0 loses. 
The field hockey team finished 
its season with a 2-2-1 record, 
and the fencing club, modern 
dance club, and. gymnastics 
club, are all continuing their 
programs into the winter.
The basketball team has a full 
schedule for the months of Feb­
ruary and March against such 
‘ schools as East Stroudsberg and 
Westchester. Their season looks 
very promising fer the varsity J 
I in a pre-season.^crimmage scor-j 
I ed a victory against New York 
City College: MSC 65, NYCC 26. 
j  The basketball club which meets 
j every Monday in Gym 1 at 3:00 
j has playdays scheduled for our 
return in January.
Bowling has just begun at 
Bowlero and you can find 50 
girls competing on teams every 
Wednesday at 4:00. The Rhyth­
mical Gymnastics Club is pre­
paring for the Panzer demon­
stration, while the gymnasts and 
fencers are diligently practicing 
for their up and coming meets. 
Amateur gymnasts gather to­
gether for club every Tuesday 
afternoon and Thursday night 
and the fencers do likewise on 
Monday and Wednesday nights.
Many clubs are offered to meet 
the varied interests of the sports 
minded women on our campus. 
If you’ve ever had a secret de­
Thrives on quick decisions...but so relaxing inside.
Give it a mile and it takes a mile. Run it 
through an s-curve and it comes cut flat, 
smooth, and confident. Cheveiio Malibu. 
The no-nonsense car from Chevrolet. 
When it comes to turning on the steam, 
Chevelle is no slouch. Its Turbo-Fire 283 
provides plenty of zip when you need it.
Inside, the Malibu Sport Coupe abounds 
with rich, soft carpeting, a thickly padded 
instrument panel, and seats for five if you 
need them.
Visit your Chevrolet dealer’s soon. Let a 
maneuverable Malibu bring out the driving
sire to learn the Hula now is 
your chance. We weren't, able 
to arrange a trip to Hawaii but 
we’ve done the next best thing, 
we’ve started a Hawaiian dance 
club. It meets every Friday 
afternoon in the gym. So come 
on down- to Panzer Gym any 
afternoon and join in the fun.
With the Greeks
(Continued from page 7)
mentarían, Karen Bailey; His­
torian, Chris Cioban; and Alum­
nae Secretary, Mary Jane De- 
Russo. They were elected fol­
lowing our first annual spaghetti 
dinner, served by the pledges. 
An installation dinner for the 
new officers will be held on 
Thursday evening, January 12.
Pinnea:
Rosarme Butler, ’63, to 
Hank Shaw, ’63, Beta Ep­
silon Tau.
Liz Hildisch, ’63, to Pete 
Trachtenberg, 66,' Phi 
Alpha Psi.
JoAnne Hartman, '63, to 
Gary Hellwig, ’68, Phi 
Sigma Epsilon.
Engaged:
Lynne Kilroy, '67, to Tom 
Holberton, Rochester N.Y. 
Institute of Technology.
Karen Swenson, ’67, to 
Sal Guadagnino, ’67, Phi 
Sigma Epsilon.
K A P P A  S IG M A  R H O
On Sunday afternoon Jan. 15, 
the women of Kappa Sigma Rho 
will sponsor their annual Moth­
er-Daughter Banquet at the Sa­
voy Plaza in Orange. At t h i s  
time, the newly-elected officers 
of the sorority will be installed. 
They are: President, Carol Moor 
Vice-President, Joyce. Peluso; 
Treasurer, Trudy Garda; Re­
cording Secretary, Connie Hy- 
deck; Corresponding Joannette 
Milazzo; and CLUB Represent­
ative; Bonnie Marranca.
P IN N E D
Peggy Pettet ‘69 to Gary Ber- 
ton ‘69 Gamma Delta Chi 
ENGAGED
Judie Lipuma ‘67 to Torn Mel- 
illo ‘69 Philadelphia College of 
Podiatry
Carole Fette ‘69 to William 
Swiss ‘69 North Carolina State
Fran Beckett ‘67 to O.C. Joe 
Cucci ‘66
Carol Brierly ‘67 to Tom Moore 
‘67 Lambda Chi Delta
MARK Of IXClUtNCC man in you.
Now at your Chevrolet dealer's
LAMBDA OMEGA TAU. ...
The women of Lambda Ome­
ga Tau wish to cangratulaté. 
their new officers who were in­
stalled on Tuesday, January 3. 
They are: Clare Murphy, Presi­
dent; Denise Genthon, Vice- 
President; Dorothy Floyd, Re­
cording Secretary; Robin Apple- 
gate, Corresponding Secretary;. 
Lindia Todero, Alumni Secretary 
Nell Rentschler, Treasurer ; ¡ 
Charleine Cleaver, Historian; 
Marcia Paincoast, Social Chair­
man; Lyn Taylor, Publicity 
Chairman; Agnes Galli, Club 
Representative; and Donna 
Leach, Inter - sorority Council 
Rerpesentative.
On January 6, the sisters 
went skating at Branch Brook 
Park. This was followed by a 
slumber party at a sister’s 
house.
Engaged: ..........
Linda Schoening, Lambda 
Omega Tau ’68 to Barry 
Pote ’67, Pfeiffer College.
